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Teachers need a wide range of information to function well

in the classroom. The challenge of providing excellent teacher

preparation and ongoing professional development for teachers is

enormous at any time. At a time like this, when the state’s teaching

force is encountering an increasing number of children who may be

unfamiliar with the demands of English- the challenge is even greater.

I am happy to know that English Language Teaching Institute,

Bikaner is doing yeoman service to the cause of English Language

Teaching and teacher development in the state. Since its inception

27.12.2010, the ELTI has achieved remarkable success in its goal of

providing high quality training to the teachers of English in the state.

I wish them the very best in all their academic endeavours.

Har Sahay Meena
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Editorial

Educational process is fast moving towards appropriating , assimilating, predicting,
evaluating the essential educational cores which characterise the modern pedagogy. It has
created opportunities of advancement for those who realize that English serves as  the
means of empowerment. our school teachers have an instrumental role to play in making all
this happen.

The expanding education endeavours demand teachers to play new roles in the classroom.
The teachers are no longer transmitters of knowledge. As facilitators having commitment
towards quality learning, they actively involve themselves in designing learning activities
and fixing methods of transaction and assessment. In order to play these roles effectively,
school teachers need to participate actively in multilevel professional development.

For this purpose we are continuously involved in empowering the English teachers
through symposiums, national seminars, training programmes and various short -term courses
which aims at the ultimate educational development and progress of the students. The
institute deals with the teaching of English at all levels of school education and strives to
cater to the needs of the students as well as the teachers of English.

Through the active participation of teachers we are trying to impart knowledge of
innovative pedagogical techniques to be adopted in classrooms. The use of multimedia and
cell phones in English language teaching has  opened a way for technological assistance in
English language learning.

It is our proud privilege to bring out this journal which serves its purpose of promoting
quality based teaching-learning process and of providing opportunities to English
language learners to stay updated in the field of language teaching.

We are thankful to the members of the advisory committee for their constant motivation
and to the members of the editorial board for their excellent efforts for bringing out the
Journal well in time.

We would like to thank our Director, Secondary Education Mr. Har Sahay Meena who
has been a guiding light. At the same time we express our thankfulness to the EFL
University officials for their support and motivational guidance.

We would like to put on record our sense of gratitude to Prof. S. Mohanraj for accepting
our request to be the guest editor of the Journal and modify its theme and content as per the
need of the teachers of English.

Our heartfelt thanks to all those who have contributed to this Journal by sending their
valuable articles, and research papers.

Editors
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Innovations in English Teaching
Lalitha Krishnaswamy

&
N. Krishnaswamy

Educational Consultant and Author
Former Professor, CIEFL, Hyderabad

At present, English teaching in India is carried on mechanically as a ritual without any involvement on the
part of teachers or learners; the entire exercise is examination- centred and degree-driven because English teaching
has not been made relevant to our own situation. We, in post-independence India, are still living on “ Received
Knowledge”, partly because of the legacy of colonialism and partly because of our admiration for the West.
English teaching in India still follows the Macaulayan model of 1835 and even after more than sixty years of
political independence, we do not seem to think that our own situation, requirements, and culture are to be taken
into account in planning our education and English teaching programmes. We have not even thought of the new
aims and objectives of teaching English in post independence India. There is no clarity regarding the goals of
education in general, English education and English teaching in particular. It is interesting to note that most of the
recommendations found in the reports written after 1947 are also found in the reports written before 1947. There
are only reports and reports with no outcome! Teachers try to cover the syllabus or try to cover it up because there
is a syllabus to be covered and that too with great difficulty and students get enrolled because they want a degree.
What matters is just a degree and not knowledge or competence. The result is there is neither emotional
involvement nor critical and creative thinking in our language teaching programmes or in education.

Everything changes in the world  that is the law of nature; seasons change, our habits change, fashions
change, our body changes, and even our attitude changes.  The one thing that has not changed in the last one
hundred and fifty years is our university syllabus! Rethink of our curriculum has not happened  only “window-
dressing” has been attempted in some pockets. The higher education system has not changed but everyone is
worried about the quality of education and the standards of English without doing anything about it. The blame-
game goes on, each one blaming the other  the Centre blames the States, colleges blame schools, administrators
blame teachers, parents blame children and so on. This lack of initiative, responsibility and accountability, and the
reluctance to change has resulted in education becoming a huge moneymaking industry- a multi-crore industry.
The law of demand and supply has taken over. All kinds of teaching shops, some in the name of “universities” and
“colleges”, many coaching centres for various examinations, teaching-shops offering quick-fix solutions and crash
courses in Spoken English, communication skills, soft skills, personality development etc.  all making money.
Don't blame them! They are making use of the opportunity and student's desperation.

Somebody will have to do something to save the future generations. Who is to bell the cat?  Obviously, only
the teachers who face the learners every day in the classrooms. Those teachers who claim that they teach literature
in English must remember that the notes writer has already done what is to be done for the examination (model
questions and answers for the essays and poems with explanations, quite often in the regional language) and that
there is no need for students to buy the prescribed textbook or to have a direct encounter with the language of the
acknowledged masters of prose and poetry (which is supposed to be the proclaimed aim of those who prescribed
the texts) or even to come to the class. The conventional prose and poetry anthology results only in reduction and
reproduction. On the other hand, those who teach phonetics or grammar are teaching only those subjects and not
English and how to use it. So, let us teach the learners to speak and write mere English.

Only the teachers of English in India can evolve a model that will capture the synergic processes of language
teaching, based on Indian ways of learning languages. Remember that most Indians are born bilinguals, if not
multilingual and that multilingualism is a way of life in India. Experts from the West have little or no knowledge
or experience of the multilingual diversity in India or how Indians effortlessly learn languages (at least two or
three), or the classroom conditions in India and we try to follow their advice and the methods they advocate; that
is why all the borrowed methods have not produced the desired results in India. With the right kind of materials
and pedagogy produced by our own native wisdom, it is possible for every child to learn English in an enjoyable
way without any fear or even conscious effort, whatever be the linguistic or social or economic background of the
child. For this, our own teachers  the field-workers  who are very familiar with our multilingual society and ways
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of learning must put in some effort to evolve alternative materials and methods. India is such a vast country that it
requires an army of teachers to do this massive work in different parts of the country. . It is said that a politician has
his eye on the next election but a statesman has his eye on the next generation; similarly, an average teacher has his/
her eye on the next examination but a good teacher has his/her eye on the next generation and, I am sure, there is
no shortage of good teachers in India.

What we need is clarity. What is it we have to do to improve the quality of teaching English and save the
future generations? Teach our students English  not covering the syllabus and making them pass the examination
without knowing English; not make them get a degree without being employable. If the students know English,
they can pass any examination, become employable and face life with confidence. So, let's teach them plain
English  not phonetics, not grammar, not just the prescribed text!

The conventional textbook is designed to be taught and so necessitates a predominant role for the teacher in
the classroom whereas the new materials must be designed to be used in the class, allowing a greater role for the
learner. The conventional anthology is lecture-based whereas the materials must be activity-centred. The conven-
tional text elevates the teacher to the status of a performer and reduces the learner to a passive listener. The new
teaching materials must envisage only the role of a director or a facilitator or a mentor to the teacher and make the
learner an active participant.

How do we do it? First and foremost, the material we use for teaching English must have a lot of human
interest so that learners get emotionally, intellectually and culturally involved in the process of learning. The
material must be thought provoking, creative, and relevant to our contemporary situation. The materials must
allow scope for the full exploitation of the resourcefulness of both teachers and learners and be capable of expand-
ing several times its size. Expanding the text is an interesting way of learning. But, generally, in our classrooms we
shrink the text  making summaries! That shrinks language learning.

A mini story can be used effectively to teach English; since it is not too long, it can be read with interest and
concentrated attention. Here are some examples.
1.1 Heaven or Hell?

An adwoman, who was a very successful CEO, was one day walking down the street. All of a sudden, a bus
hit her and she died on the spot. Her soul arrived in heaven where she was met at the gates by an emissary of God.
“ Welcome to heaven,” said the emissary. “ But it seems there is a small problem; we never had a woman CEO
make this so far. What we have decided is let you have a day in hell and another day in heaven and then you can
choose whichever one you want to spend eternity in.” So, she was put in an elevator and sent down to hell.

The doors opened and she found herself stepping out onto a beautiful garden and saw a swimming pool and
a tennis court. In the distance was a country club and standing in front of her were many male executives, all
dressed in smart evening gowns and cheering her. She played an excellent round of tennis and at night went to the
country club where she enjoyed excellent dinner. She met the Devil, who was actually a very nice guy, telling her
all kinds of jokes and dancing. She was having such a good time that before she knew it. It was time to leave. The
elevator went up and opened at the gates. The CEO found the emissary waiting for her. “ Now it is time to spend
a day in heaven,” he told her.

She spent the next twenty-four hours lounging around on clouds and playing all kinds of musical instruments
and singing. She had a great time, and before she knew, her twenty-four hours were up and the emissary came and
said, “So, you've spent a day in heaven. Now, you must choose your eternity.” The woman replied, “ Heaven has
been really great, but I think I had a better time in hell. So, I prefer hell.”

So, the emissary escorted her to the elevator and back to hell. When the door opened, she found herself
standing in a desolate wasteland, covered in filth. All over there were boiling cauldrons, screaming ghosts, human
skulls and burning fire.

She found some of her friends there, all dressed in rags and putting garbage in sacks.
“I don't understand,” stammered the woman,” Yesterday I was here and there were beautiful gardens, tennis courts
and a country club and I had a gala time. Now there is a wasteland of garbage; my friends look miserable.”

The Devil looked at her and smiled. “Yesterday there was a promotion specially for you; today you are in it.”
The text given above can be expanded and exploited in many different ways. First of all, the teacher reads it

aloud and even while reading can ask several questions. For example, learners can be asked the expansion of
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abbreviations like   CEO, MNC, MD, SMS, DVD, VCD, DTP, PTO, etc. They can also be asked to abbreviate
expressions like advertisement, telephone, champion, handkerchief, husband, memorandum, etc.

Learners can be asked the meanings of some words like emissary, eternity, escorted, cauldron, promotion, etc.
As part of enriching their word power, they can find British/ American equivalents to words like elevator, garbage,
apartment, taxi, biscuit, torch, petrol, tin, angry, etc. Depending upon the level of the learners, synonyms, ant-
onyms, other related words like heavenly, celestial, hellish, infernal, etc. can be taught.

Several questions can be asked: Where is heaven and where is hell? Can you describe them? How are they
described in the story? Why did the devil say that the previous day there was a promotion? Can you mention some
ads that give false promises? Some questions may be factual and some inferential. A resourceful teacher can ask
many more like “Who were the others in heaven/hell?”

A second reading by the teacher can serve as a model reading. This is followed by learners, reading aloud the text.
Loud reading, which is totally neglected these days, is very important for speech practice because it is scripted speech.
Loud reading is not a mechanical activity; it is a meaning making process and it gives practice in proper pronunciation,
stress, pause, and intonation. Each student may read at least one paragraph so that everyone gets a chance.

Silent reading can follow loud reading. After that questions can be asked to verify their understanding of
words as well as the meaning of the text.

Some points of usage can be taught at this stage. The opening sentence of the story has an important point of
usage: An adwoman, who was a very successful CEO, In Indian languages such a distinction (i.e. the distinction
between causes that specify and clauses that describe) is not found.

Composition writing can be made very interactive. Several modes can be employed. Both oral and written
compositions can employ role-playing, letter writing, dialogue writing, sending SMS, reporting, making telephone
calls, sending e-mail etc. For example, the adwoman can write a letter to God saying that she was cheated. The
devil too can send an SMS! Imagination and creativity has no limit.

There can be many more activities like finding the origins of certain expressions, maybe from the Internet or
an etymological dictionary.
Example; She died/ She kicked the bucket. What is the origin of that expression?
Pronouncing silent letters is one of the major problems in the English of Indians. An exercise can be thought of for
giving practice in this area. In the story, the word knew occurs and it can be made use of for this activity. Learners
can be asked to read aloud the following 'funny' piece:

It's all an awesome mess!
B must not be heard in doubt,
Debt and dumb both leave it out.
In words like psychology, and psychiatry
You must never sound the p.
K is lost in know;
Wrong will be wrong if you don't know;
In architect ch is k,
In arch it is the other way!
Sound the g in ignorant and signature.
But it must be silent in sign and singer!
It's all very subtle!
Don't you think English spelling is the world's awesome mess!
Many more can be thought of:

Often, debt, honour, heir, lamb, sing, singer, almond, knight, bomb, plumber, pneu-
monia, cupboard, wrong, etc.

ven some humourous episodes can be read aloud in the class:
Once someone told me that s is silent the word viscount; it is pronounced vaikount. I went to a department

store and asked for a daikount; everyone laughed and I was told that in this word the letter s is pronounced and it
is discount. A funny language!

Innovations in English Teaching
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b) Similarly, another piece about the plural formation in English can be used at an appropriate time.
We'll begin with a box, and the plural is boxes,
But the plural of ox is oxen, not oxes.
Then one fowl is goose, but two are called geese,
Yet the plural of moose, should never be meese!
You may find a lone mouse or a whole lot of mice,
But the plural of man is always men,
Why should the plural of pan be called pen!
And I speak of a foot, you show me your feet,
But I give you a boot, would a pair be called beet!
If one is a tooth, and a whole set are teeth,
Why shouldn't the plural of booth be beeth!
If the singular is this and the plural these,
Should the plural of kiss be named kese!
The masculine pronouns are he, his and him,
But imagine the feminine she, shis and shim!
So our English, I think you'll agree, is
The trickiest language you ever did see!
(moose = a large sort of deer also called elk.)

1.2    Here is one more story:
Spoonful

A girl asked God what heaven and hell were like. The girl was led to two doors. Opening one door, she found
that in the middle of the room was a large round table. In the middle of the table was a large pot of delicious soup,
which smelt inviting.

It made her mouth water. All those who were seated around the table looked thin and sickly. They appeared to
be totally famished. They were holding spoons with long handles but they were unable to drink the soup because
the handle was longer than their arms, and they could not get the spoons back into their mouths. The girl shuddered
at the sight of their misery and suffering. God said: “Child, you have seen hell.”
         They went into the next room. It was exactly the same as the first one. There was a large round table with a
large pot of soup, which made her mouth water. There also the people had the same long-handled spoons but they
seemed well nourished and plump, and they were laughing and talking. The girl looked at God and said; “I don't
understand.” “It is simple,” said God. “Here, they had learnt to feed each other, while there, you saw the greedy
who think only of themselves.”

The same technique can be used to exploit the story given above. Learners are to guess the underlying mes-
sage in the story.
2.1 Even an interesting newspaper report can be exploited for teaching English. Here is an interesting piece,

particularly very relevant in co-educational institutions. This item is called 'JUST GRAFFITI'. What is 'graf-
fiti'? It is writing on the wall both literally and metaphorically. The following message, though not literally on
the wall is loud and clear. The message is ' Men Beware”.

Here is the passage:
In America, women have become a majority of the workforce. For the first time, there are more women

managers  51.4%. Women hold half of banking and insurance jobs and are 54% of all accounts. This year for every
two men who got a college degree, three women did. If this trend continues, will it reaching a tipping point soon?

In India too, such trends are also emerging. Changes are visible in urban India. But, as society changes it will
all change and women will come to the center stage and men will be pushed to the backstage! So, watch out men.
Your days as masters of the universe may be numbered. Girls with ' dragon tattoos” are on their way!

An interesting passage indeed! A number of words and expressions used in present-day English are found in
this text: graffiti, tipping point, centre stage, back stage, days are numbered, dragon tattoos, etc. They can be used
for enriching their vocabulary. Many activities like dialogue writing, debates, letter writing, newspaper reports, etc

Lalitha Krishnaswamy &  N. Krishnaswamy
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can be thought of for composition writing. The topic is very relevant and related to the contemporary situation.
3.1 Even an interesting newspaper report can be used for teaching English.

Instant Solution
An author has claimed that Google is damaging the brain of its users by providing information almost in-

stantly, leading people to lose their intellectual capacity to seek and store information.
Nicolas Carr, the author of “The shallows: What the Internet is Doing to Our Brains”, claims that the Web is

depriving our mental faculties of the regular workouts they need.
Carr, who is behind the “Rough Type” blog argues that to improve concentration, sites such as Google should

be made more difficult to use, an argument, which contradicts the idea of software designers, who compete to
make their programs as simple as possible.

The comments came not long after Google launched Google Instant, which delivers search results even before
you finish typing.

“In many ways I admire Google, but I think they have a narrow view of the way we should be using our
minds,” says Carr.

“They have this view that everything is about how efficiently you can find that particular bit of information
you need and then move on to the next, he added. Carr also added that satellite navigation means that people will
begin to easily forget routes they had taken before!

In the passage given above there are many interesting expressions that are worth exploiting. A debate can be
arranged, asking students to argue for and against the ideas in the passage. They can write a letter to Carr or make
a telephone call to Carr or Google.

A number of other techniques can be used as extra challenges to teach and learn English in a more entertain-
ing, interesting, exciting, challenging, and creative ways than what is being done now. Tongue twisters, malaprop-
isms, spoonerisms, Bushisms, anti-proverbs, palindromes, crossword puzzles, language games, puzzles, and
brainteasers can be employed in teaching English. Here are some examples:
a) Tongue Twisters:  Say them aloud, first slowly and then fast.
1. I saw a saw that could out saw any other saw I ever saw.
2. I scream, you scream, we all scream for ice cream.
3. She sells seashells on the seashore.
4. The big fat cat sat on the rat
5. The rain on the train mainly falls on the plain.
6. Fresh fried fish, fish fresh fried, fried fish fresh.
7. Fuzzy Wizzy was a bear, Fuzzy Wizzy had no hair, and Fuzzy Wizzy wasn't fussy, was he?
8. How much wood would a woodchuck chuck if a woodchuck could chuck wood?
9. A canner can can anything he can, but he can't can a can, can he?
10. A big black bug bit a big black bear on his big black nose.
11. Betty bought some butter but the butter was bitter; but a bit of better butter will make the butter better.
12. Peter Piper picked a pack on pickled pepper, but where is the pack of pickled pepper Peter Piper picked?

b) Bushisms are well known; the former President of the United States is a standing example to shoe even an
American can use English in a very funny way. Perhaps you know how he addressed the Pope as 'your highness'
instead of 'your holiness'. Once he said 'people mis-underestimated me'!
c) Spoonerisms are like the following:

'It is kistomary to cuss the bride' instead of 'It is customary to kiss the bride'. OR  Instead of  'a crushing
blow', ' a blushing crow'.
d) Malapr opisms are about getting confused with words that are confusable: Example: Instead of saying

'We are celebrating', one says 'We are celebating'. What a difference in meaning! Instead of saying 'He died of
cardiac arrest' one says 'He died of cardial arrest'! Instead of saying 'It is beyond my comprehension' one says “It is
beyond my apprehension'.

Innovations in English Teaching
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e) Some brainteasers can be used.
Homophones are not telephones! Homophones are words that sound alike, but have different spellings and

different meanings like 'wholly' (meaning 'completely') and  'holy' (meaning 'sacred').
Can you find the homophones, using the clues given?

1. a. The opposite of left.
b. A ceremony.

2. a. A group of people, playing musical instruments.
b. Something forbidden.

3. a. An agreement.
b. A room or a box that is full.

4. a. Select
b. What one does with one's teeth.

5. a. Very narrow.
b. Direct.

Many more can be given.
f) Compare them:

1. As brave as a…….
2. As busy as a……..
3. As soft as…….
4. As cool as a ….
5. As dirty as a……

Many more can be given.
g) Palindromes:

A palindrome is a word or phrase that reads the same backwards or forwards. Example: Madam I'm
Adam.

Find palindromes, using the clues given:
1. Mid-day 2. Holy woman in Christianity 3. Take a look
4. An act or a feat 5. Males and females 6. The one you see with

[There are also semi-palindromes like 'dog-god', 'pot-top', etc.]
h) Anti-proverbs such as ' Where there is a will, there is a lawsuit' and ' All is well that ends' can appeal to the

young generation.
i) Learning from mistakes: Correction of errors can be made more interesting by asking learners to rewrite

the following poem in normal prose:
The Patriot

I am standing for peace and non-violence.
Why world is fighting fighting
Why all people of world
Are not following Mahatma Gandhi,
I am simply not understanding.
Ancient Indian Wisdom is 100% correct,
I should say even 200% correct,
But modern generation is neglecting-
Too much going for fashion and foreign thing.
 Other day I'm reading newspaper
 (Every day I'm reading Times of India
 To improve my English Language)
 How one goonda fellow

Lalitha Krishnaswamy &  N. Krishnaswamy
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 Threw stone at Indirabehn.
 Must be student unrest fellow, I am thinking.
 Friends, Romans, Countrymen, I am saying (to myself)
 Lend me the ears.
 Everything is coming -
 Regeneration, Remuneration, Contraception.
 Be patiently, brothers and sisters.

 You want one glass lassi?
 Very good for digestion.
 With little salt, lovely drink,
 Better than wine;
 Not that I am ever tasting the wine.
 I'm the total teetotaller, completely total,
 But I say
 Wine is for the drunkards only.

 What you think of prospects of world peace?
 Pakistan behaving like this,
 China behaving like that,
 It is making me really sad, I am telling you.
 Really, most harassing me.
 All men are brothers, no?
 In India also
 Gujaratis, Maharashtrians, Hindiwallahs
 All brothers -
 Though some are having funny habits.
 Still, you tolerate me,
 I tolerate you,
 One day Ram Rajya is surely coming.

 You are going?
 But you will visit again
 Any time, any day,
 I am not believing in ceremony
 Always I am enjoying your company.

 -- Nissim Ezekiel

Thus, innovations in teaching English can be limitless, depending on the creativity, resourcefulness and imagina-
tion of the teacher or materials producer. We must remember that the new generation learners want to combine
learning with entertainment and teaching English is no exception to this style of learning. We must make the
learners use as much English as possible in situations that are entertaining so that leaning takes place .It must also
be said that it is unfair to expect all teachers to be so creative and imaginative as to produce such teaching materi-
als. What some teachers can do is to write such materials and get them published so that everybody can use them.
Many mini-projects can be thought of in all educational institutions and in house publications can be encouraged.
Hope an idea bank and materials bank are started soon in our colleges and universities.

Innovations in English Teaching
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The paper proposes that we need to break the illusion with the levels of experience and the matrix of lan-
guage. Education is about life. Life is a fabric of relationshipsthe child should grasp this through experience. A
rational and objective consideration of this issue would go a long way to establish the place of literature in our
language teaching programmes at the secondary and the tertiary levels. To ignore literature altogether and concen-
trate mainly on morphology and syntax alone seems to me as unwise a policy as the traditional one for language
does not exist in a vacuum. It may well be that the teacher in the 'changing classroom' should look in the fact all
pupils, including those of limited attainments, need the civilizing experience of contract with great literature, and
respond to its universality although they will depend heavily on the skill of the teacher as an interpreter. There are
numerous Indian issues pertaining to English language.

The paper further explores can ELT material avail the optimal mileage to hone the pupil's language skills and
also outlining the problems with recommendations regarding ELT in India.

The objective of this paper is to examine the present need to teach communicative skills in English and the
possibilities of developing English language skills among non-native learners of EFL classes. Despite the extraor-
dinary changes during the last few years, one thing appears to remain the same: more people than ever want to
learn English. The language teaching is not such an unpleasant task as it is imagined to be. With proper training
and equipment, it can be quite a delightful exercise. ELT paradigm has undergone many modifications over the
few decades. Today 'communicative competence' is considered essential as it equips the learner with communica-
tion skills and is the desired outcome as far as EFL learners are concerned. Through the influence of communica-
tive language teaching, it has become widely accepted that communicative competence should be the goal of
language education, central to good classroom practice. This is in contrast to previous views in which grammatical
competence was commonly given top priority .Language teaching must be focused on communicative proficiency
rather than on mere mastery of structures or situational sensitive phrases.

In senior secondary schools and degree colleges, the traditional approach to the teaching of English has been
a dependence on literature. The study of literature, it was assumed, developed a taste for reading and widened the
horizon of human nature. Whether the objective is achieved or not, but such a study has exposed the students,
extensively or intensively to some of the finest expressions in the language through literature. The paper essen-
tially discusses the major belief that in the zeal for 'creativity' by English teachers today, there is not rigorous
critical marking of spellings, punctuation and grammatical errors which there used to be, while the traditional
systematic 'doing of corrections' is fast disappearing. Proficiency and learning are now inculcated through action,
from doing and from experience.

Some of our finest writers in English were well-versed in English literature. There is some ground for the
teachers of English to believe that the mastery of the language depends to a considerable extent upon the study of
literature. Our older teachers of English brought up in this tradition look upon the present shift of emphasis in the
teaching of English from literature to language with a certain amount of skepticism and even suspicion. Bruce
Pattison of the Institute of Education, London University, on the contrary happened to remark that 'the demand for
English to impose literature was an unwise policy.' This trend- almost global in character now - of ignoring litera-
ture and concentrating on ELT vocabulary, grammar, sentence patterns, represents the other extreme. A rational
and objective consideration of this issue would go a long way to establish the place of literature in our language
teaching programmes at the secondary and the tertiary levels. To ignore literature altogether and concentrate mainly
on morphology and syntax alone seems to me as unwise a policy as the traditional one for language does not exist
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in a vacuum. When we talk about literature in the context of teaching, we usually think of some essays, poems,
novels and plays. Generally two or three plays of Shakespeare, one or two novels of  Thomas Hardy, a few poems
by Victorian and Romantic poets, a few essays by nineteenth century prose writers constitutes a staple diet of
undergraduates in India. These deal with some aspects of human experience which they convey to the readers
vividly and powerfully. We are deeply moved by great classics of literature. We enjoy reading them and like to read
them over and over again. We share the experience which the writer has described so well and so artistically in
them. The medium which literature uses to convey this experience is language, for after all language is the staple
raw material of any literature. We can, therefore, state with full justification that literature is language. Language is
both the instrument of cognition and communication. But the language that is used in literature is in many ways
different from the language we use in common parlance. This is inevitable because literature has a special function
to perform- transposing experience through the medium of language- and so it has to sift, pick and choose and
bring together the syntactic strings in a manner which best serves the purpose. A study of literature involves the
study of this special language it brings into existence. It also involves the study of the ways in which this language
differs from the language we use in day-to-day life.

In teaching literature, then, the teacher has to discover ways in which he can successfully focus the attention
of learners to the special effect produced by such use of language. This study constitutes what teachers often refer
to as the beauty of language in a work of literature.

A second consideration in the teaching of literature is the realization of the experience which inspired the
writer to produce that work. The writer perceives experience in a way different from most of us and in translating
his vision into language, has to think of the most appropriate collections of words. The complexity and sophistica-
tion of his experience determines to a great extent the complexity and sophistication of the language he uses. This
involves allusions, and references and other devices to present the concepts and situations which a particular text
introduces. Teaching literature is a mode of jugglery, competence and skill.

A third consideration in teaching of literature is the choice of the appropriate literary text. A work of literature
has two dimensions: the linguistic and the experiential

The way the writers grasps experience and presents it is largely determined by his background/ cultural milieu. It
comprises a host of factors: the ecological environment of a country, its history, the values of life as crystallized
over the centuries, its legends and myths, socio-economic-political forces and what not. It may also usher in those
things which shaped his attitudes and values- Samskar (laLdkj). This makes American literature different from
Canadian or African or Indian literature. But it is the portrayal of the universal constants of human nature that
makes it so appealing irrespective of time or place.

In the recent past literary texts were used which had a cultural frame and social context totally alien to Indian
learners. Very often it produced an aversion rather than a linking for literature. If there is anything which com-
mends literature for language teaching, surely it is the interesting text which motivates the learners. A poor teacher
can create hatred for the discipline he happens to teach. If the element of interest is lost by a bad text or a poor
teacher, there is no point in recommending the study of literature. Moreover, the text chosen for study should not
make excessive demands on the part of the learners to comprehend it. There is no point in teaching Langland's
Piers, the Plowman and Chaucer's Prologue to Canterbury Tales to the undergraduates of Rajasthan.

In planning literature courses, then, we have to keep in mind both the content and the language. A good work
of literature must create sustaining interest and enrich the learner's experience. Even a simple story told artistically,
can yield far better results than the laboriously constructed 'Structural Reader.' A common complaint against such
Readers/Primers is that they are dull, boring and monotonous. It is also very essential to acquaint the students with
modern English usages; we should not plunder into the jungle of archaisms, clichés and artificial diction. Difficult,
complex and archaic expressions (clichés) create unnecessary difficulties in both comprehending and teaching the
text. What I mean is that it is not wise to prescribe Shakespeare's play and T.S. Eliot's poem for a high school
learner. It is a pity that W.B.Yeats's Sailing to Byzantium was prescribed in the seventh standard in Assam. Is a
school boy supposed to learn English from the Elizabethan idiom used by Shakespeare? It is more profitable for
him to study the modern English renderings of Shakespeare's plays into stories. Another thing we may consider in
choosing literary texts is that we need not confine ourselves to the literature produced in English or the United
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States of America. We can pick and choose from fascinating works by African, Asian, South-Eastern, Chinese,
German, Russian writers in English translations. Students would love to cross cultural boundaries provided the
study is worthwhile and rewarding.

The question arises whether we should add that regional dialects should also be studied. No language or
dialect is low or high: They are all vehicles of human experience and expression. India is cradle of several rich and
prosperous dialects and languages. No language or dialect should be marginalized under the dazzle and glamour of
learning English. We have Marathi, Bengali, Gujarati, Punjabi, Telugu, Tamil, Kannada, Malayalam, etc. as devel-
oped as Hindi, English, Persian, Urdu and Sanskrit.

In the conclusion I wish to conclude on the note that mono lingualism is a myth in India, since India is a fertile
paradise of languages and dialects. Let us be optimistic and assume that our English teacher of our immediate
future will have knowledge of the nature of the language skills he wishes to encourage in the pupils and how their
development might best be ensured. Such knowledge in itself is no guarantee that he will be able to motivate
children to make real efforts in appropriate areas. Pupils learn best, to state a commonplace, from those who have
a genuine enthusiasm for what they are teaching. It may well be that the teacher in the 'changing classroom' of our
title will have much in common with colleagues trained differently and more formally. They would be likely to
share a commitment to introducing children to the satisfactions of technically competent writing and to reading
worthwhile literature. In these respects the purposes of English teaching have not changed significantly and are
unlikely to. When every school has its language policy across the curriculum and all teachers understand the need
the need for a balance of challenge and encouragement, English will continue to make a unique contribution in its
preoccupation with the creative potentiality of language. Methods of presentation and presentation and principals
of organization may perhaps after dramatically, but the ends pursued by future English specialists will be familiar
ones. They will encourage children to learn about themselves and others through talk, reading and writing; disci-
plines not merely useful or enjoyable, but increasingly valuable sources of discovery and understanding.
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The ever growing need for good communication skills in English has created huge demand for English teaching
around the world. The world wide demand for English has created an enormous demand for quality language
teaching and language teaching materials and resources.

In 1970s, a reaction to traditional language teaching approaches began and soon spread around the world as
older methods fell out fashion. The centrality of grammar in language teaching and learning was questioned, since
it was argued that language ability involved much more than grammatical competence. While grammatical
competence was needed to produce grammatically correct sentences, attention shifted to the knowledge and skills
needed to use grammar and other aspects of language appropriately for different common purposes. What was
needed in order to use language communicatively was communicative competence. The notion of communicative
competence was developed within the discipline of linguistics. The question now was, what ,would be a syllabus
that reflected the notion of communicative competence look like, and what implications would it have for language
teaching methodology? The result was communicative language teaching. Communicative language teaching created
a great deal of enthusiasm and excitement when it first appeared as a new approach to language teaching in 1970s
and 1980s.  Language teachers and teaching institutions all around the world soon began to rethink  their teaching,
syllabuses & classroom materials. William Littlewood, an authority on CLT, writes that the communicative approach
“makes us more strongly aware that it is not enough to teach learners how to manipulate the structures of the
foreign language. They must also develop strategies for relating these structures to their communicative functions
in real situations and real time.”

Our understanding of the processes of second language learning has changed considerably in the last 30 years
and CLT is partly a response to these changes in understanding. Earlier views of language learning focused primarily
on the mastery of grammatically competence. Language learning was viewed as a process a mechanical habit
formation. Good habits are formed by having students produce correct sentences and not through making mistakes.
Errors were to be avoided through controlled opportunities for production.

In recent years, language learning has been viewed from a very different perspective. It is seen as resulting
from processes such as:

• Interaction between the learner and users of the language.
• Collaborative creation of meaning.
• Creating meaningful and  purposeful interaction through language.
• Negotiation of meanings as the learner and his or her  interlocutor arrive at understanding.
• Learning through attending to the feedback learner get when they use the language.
• Paying attention to the language one hears and trying to incorporate new forms into one’s developing

communicative competence.
• Trying out and experimenting with different ways of saying things.
In order to fulfill the aforesaid targets of language learning, the role of communicative competence is the

major one, as it includes the following aspects of language knowledge:
• Knowing how to use language for a range of different purpose and functions.
• Knowing how to vary our use of language according to the setting and the participants.
• Knowing how to produce and understand different types of texts.
• Knowing how to maintain communication despite having limitations in one’s language knowledge.
There have been many changes in the implementation of the communicative approach since the 1990s. As it
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describes a set of very general principles grounded in the notion of communicative competence as the goal of
second and foreign language teaching, and a communicative syllabus and methodology as the way of achieving
this goal, communicative language teaching has continued to evolve, as our understanding of the process of second
language learning has  developed. Current communicative language teaching theory and  practice thus draws on a
number of different educational paradigms and traditions. And since it draws on a number of diverse sources, there
is no single or agreed upon a set of practices that characterize current communicative language teaching. Rather,
communicative language teaching today refers to a set of generally agreed upon principles that can be applied in
different ways, depending on the teaching context, the age of the learners, their level, their learning goals, and so
on. The following core assumptions or variants of them underlie current practices in communicative language
teaching:
• .Second language learning is facilitated when learners are engaged in interaction and meaningful

communication.
• Effective classroom learning tasks and exercises provide opportunities for students to negotiate meaning,

expand their language resources, notice how language is used, and take part in meaningful interpersonal
exchange.

• Meaningful communication results from students processing content that is relevant, purposeful, interesting,
and engaging.

• Communication is a holistic process that often calls upon the use of several language skills or modalities.
• Language learning is facilitated both by activities that involve inductive or discovery learning of underlying

rules of language use and organization, as well as by those involving language analysis and reflection.
• Language learning is a gradual process that involves creative use of language, and trial and error. Although

errors are a normal product of learning, the ultimate goal of learning is to be able to use the new language both
accurately and fluently.

• Learning develop their own routes to language learning, progress at different rates, and have different needs
and motivations for language learning.

• Successful language learning involves the use of effective learning and communication strategies.
• The role of the teacher in the language classroom is that of a facilitator, who creats a classroom climate

conducive to language learning and provides opportunities for students to use and practice the language use
and language learning.

• The classroom is a community where learners learn through collaboration and sharing.
Current approaches to methodology draw on earlier traditions in communicative language teaching and continue
to make reference to some extent to traditional approaches. Thus classroom activities typically have some of
the following characteristics:

• They seek to develop student’s communicative competence through linking grammatical development to the
ability to communicate.Hence, grammer is not taught in isolation but often arises out of a communicative
task, thus creating a need for specific items of grammar .   Students might carry out a task and then reflect on
some of the linguistic characteristics of their performance.

• They create the need for communication, interaction, and negotiation of meaning through the use of activities
such as problem solving, information sharing, and role play.

• They provide opportunities for both inductive as well as deductive learning of grammar.
• They make use of content that connects to students’ lives and interests.
• They allow students to personalize learning by applying what they have learned to their own lives.
• Classroom materials typically make use of authentic texts to create interest and to provide valid models of

language.
Approaches to language teaching today seek to capture the rich view of language and language learning

assumed by a communicative view of language. Jacobs and Ferrell see the shift toward CLT as marking a paradigm
shift in our thinking about teachers, learning, and teaching. They identify key components of this shift as follows:
1. Focusing greater attention on the role of learners rather than the external stimuli learners are receiving from
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their environment. Thus, the center of attention shifts from the teacher to the student. This shift is generally
known as the move from teacher-centered instruction to learner-centered instruction.

2. Focusing greater attention on the learning process rather than the products that learners produce . This shift is
known as the move from product –oriented to process-oriented instruction.

3. Focusing greater attention on the social nature of learning rather than on students as separate, decontextualized
individuals.

4. Focusing greater attention on diversity among learners and viewing these difference not as impediments to
learning but as resources to be recognized, catered to , and appreciated. This shift is known as the study of
individual differences.

5. In research and theory-building, focusing greater attention on the views of those internal to the classroom
rather than solely valuing the views of those who come from outside to study classrooms, investigate and
evaluate what goes on there, and engage in theorizing about it. This shift is associated with such innovations
as qualitative research, which highlights the subjective and affective, the participants’ insider views, and the
uniqueness of each context.

6. Along with this emphasis on context comes the idea of connecting the school with the world beyond as means
of promoting holistic learning.

7. Helping students to understand the purpose of learning and develop their own purpose.
8. A whole-to-part orientation instead of a part-to-whole approach. This involves such approaches as beginning

with meaningful whole text and then helping students understand the various features that enable texts to
function, e.g., the choice of words and the text’s to function, e.g., the choice of words and the text’s organizational
structure.

9. An emphasis on the importance of meaning rather than drills and other forms of rote learning.
10. A view of learning as a lifelong process rather than something done to prepare students for an exam.

The CLT paradigm shift outlined above has led to eight major changes in approaches to language teaching.
These changes are:
1. Giving learners greater choice over their own learning, both in terms of the content of learning as well as

processes they might employ.
2. Learning is not an individual, private activity, but a social one that depends upon interaction with others.
3. The connection between different strands of the curriculum is emphasized, so that teacher is not seen as a

stand-alone subject but is linked to the other subjects in the curriculum.
4. Meaning is viewed as the driving force of learning.
5. Learners learn in different ways and have different strengths. Teaching needs to take differences into account

rather than try to force students into a single mold.
6. Language should serve as a means of developing higher- order thinking skills, also known as critical and

creative thinking.
7. News forms of assessment are needed to replace traditional multiple-choice and other items that test lower-

order skills.
8. The teacher is viewed as a facilitator who is constantly trying out different alternatives, i.e., learning through

doing. In language teaching, this has led to an interest in action research and other forms of classroom
investigation.
These changes in thinking have not led to the development of a single model of CLT that can be applied in all

setting. Rather, a number of different language teaching approaches have emerged which reflect different responses
to the issues identified above. While there is no single syllabus model that has been universally accepted, a language
syllabus today needs to include systematic coverage of the many different components of communicative competence,
including language skills, contents, grammar, vocabulary, and functions.
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In addition to the varying methods of teaching grammatical structures and relating them to meanings, uses and
situations, the teachers of English have to deal with the varieties of English – formal, informal, spoken, written and
to evolve out of all these varieties an atmosphere of effective communication. The spirit of assimilation has obviously
rendered English not the status of a single language, but of many languages, each of which bears peculiarity of its
own. Still there is enough in this language to provide it a ‘common core’.

The major challenge in today’s rapidly changing technological world is to improve and extend the range of
communicative skills on the one hand and at the same time to keep it prepared for future flexibility that is inevitable.
This can happen only if we are prepared to develop an atmosphere of acceptability for varying ways of organizing
meaning. These varying ways cover a wide range of geography, culture, dialects and so on. Again, range of structures
also needs to be balanced with the range of learners. There is a greater variety at this stage that demands our serious
attention as teachers or trainers. We in fact need to absorb the suitability of various methods, selecting them in
accordance with the demand of situation and also at the same time saving the process of teaching from the bog of
‘grammar fatigue’.

It is important to keep in mind the fact that a learner is more interested in making use of structures rather than
learning the jargons of structures. Knowledge of linguistic rules is one thing, but more important aspect is the use
of these rules for effective communication. We need to develop adequate situations for extending language usages
and bringing them in fact from usage to use. Fortunately there are for us different styles and varieties that can
enable us to steer our path smoothly and successfully. My endeavor in this paper is to address to some of the
seminal issues connected with it.

Rather than analyzing the language methodically, it is better to locate an atmosphere for intuitive responses
that can save the learner from the burden of the complexity of structures. The process of intuitive responses
negates the demand of investigating structures linguistically. It is important to respond subjectively rather than
learning how to analyze language. It is not essential to have linguistically proficient atmosphere for intuitive
awareness. More stress can be laid on the interpretative skills. With such teaching techniques, we may plan a
particular questioning strategy and group or pair activity that may be supplemented with error analysis method.

Thus a given language may proceed to what it means without demanding an analysis of structures. The
communication between mother and child follows no norms of structural method yet the mother never accepts the
erroneous structures of the child. Whenever she finds errors, she corrects them not through awareness of structure
but through what is commonly accepted norm and the child, too, feels no impairment in this process of learning. It
is true that such a pattern may not help while deeper language analysis is involved; yet we can keep off the complex
analytical tools by depending more on individual interpretative skills. The teacher or trainer needs to develop an
atmosphere of responsive enjoyment. He may use his own imaginative and innovative faculty to take decision
regarding the suitability of a particular strategy. This may help learners to explore in an open-minded way the
nature of communicative process. We believe that there is no fixed set of language structures and language carries
grater flexibility like water to adjust itself to any pot.

Trainers may grow stimulus to learning by relying more on the learner-centered activity. They may devise a
strategy that progresses from preparatory level to a higher order. Through this process the learner may be made
aware of structural variety that will further enhance learner’s awareness of language functions. It is natural that all
learners are not likely to respond in the same way, however, their variety of responses may be used relatively to
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grow in them the ability to understand language skills with heightened sensitivity. From ordinary discourse we may
raise them to a higher level of social, political and aesthetic context.

One way is to initiate discussion using photographs, sketches, music and other modes of stimuli. Widdowson
in this respect states:

The problem for pedagogy is how to persuade students, normally accustomed to recognize significance in
terms of sequence in narrative and consequence in argument, to adopt a different perspective and see significance
in the third dimension associations.

Teaching process becomes an arid business unless there is a response, even negative responses can create an
interesting classroom situation. More emphasis may be put on those modes that develop responses.

It is also possible to use different structures and words to make meaning better accessible. In the process of
defining, expanding, making parodies it is possible to cover wider usage of language and thereby to highlight those
structures that govern meaning accurately and adequately. The higher is the level of profundity, the greater is the
possibility of complexity and symbolic resonance; but these challenges may also be overcome by drifting towards
meaning and at the same time ensuring the learner’s participation. It is obvious that the learner does not often
possess a refined linguistic competence. We in fact need to build confidence in the potentials of ordinary language
that comprises of a large variety of phrases, idioms, proverbs and folk tales that can help the learner to turn from
common experience to a deeper level. It is significant to note that even the incompetent learners are capable of
relating these phrases and idioms to their own native utterances.

In the process of conducting language activity we may stop at key points to ascertain the intake level of the
learners. As regards the response of the learners, they are likely to provide varied responses and this variety can
give us an opportunity to throw light on important and significant aspects through a relative study of the responses.
Since learners’ responses are involved, they are better attentive towards the process of discussion and are thus able
to understand better. The trainer’s role all through this process must focus on governing the activity of learning in
such a way that he simply proves himself to be an agent in whose presence the activity of learning is initiated
better. Such a distance from the learners is no distance as it accelerates the process of learning to a spontaneous
level that is good for a stable level of confidence amongst the learners.

No broad generalizations can apply to linguistically and culturally pluralistic countries. A distinction has to be
made among various language teaching situations but it is true that creativity is central to all – learners are creative
in their own mother tongue. The only point is that they need to direct their creativity from their own mother tongue
to English. This also involves an introduction to a new social, cultural and emotional context as well. So other than
language, the thought contained in that language is also equally important.

Texts covering literary language have little bearing on the learner’s need. Trainers therefore need to concentrate
first on the functional, written or spoken forms of the language. Moreover, literature tends to achieve its excellence
by a deviation from the grammatical and lexical usage that sometimes confuses the foreign learner. Such a practice
needs to be avoided at the initial stage of learning. It is important to first assimilate everyday usage. It is also seen
that a literary discourse loses meaning and acquires a false meaning when a portion is extracted from a full text and
used for the purpose of language teaching. A linguist is rather more concerned for a particular message. There is a
greater necessity for him to combine linguistic features with situational features and to create meaning out of it. A
literary extract may be grammatically intact but it is not so semantically. In isolation from a full text it is likely to
gain a false texture that affects the cohesive ties of the overall meaning.

Other than the creation of literature, language is used in enormously widespread way. It is used for the
development of ideas relating to varied fields covering culture, politics, religion, science and so on. Everybody in
all sorts of everyday situation uses language naturally. We need to develop such a natural awareness that enables us
to process language to express accurately the message we want to convey. As regards the use of literary extracts, in
many cases the conceptual framework of literature happens to be far from the surrounding world. Therefore the
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very elements of literature render a small scope to be of benefit to the learner. Still we can’t deny the use of
literature, but a good literature course must ensure learner’s progress in a broader way. While teaching language
through literature we may relate the situations to our own life or the world we perceive around. Michael N. Long
in his article ‘A Feeling for Language: the multiple values of teaching literature’ points out that, ‘the teaching of
literature has lacked a consistent methodology for presentation to non-native speakers, with the result that learners
are often too busy writing in translations of unfamiliar words to respond to the text’.

A work of literature also requires the use of background. It sometimes gets difficult for the learner to transfer
himself to all situations and especially when these situations happen to be alien from him in relation to time,
culture, social and political environment. New patterns of language teaching need to impart practical communica-
tive skills that keep in consideration the learner’s actual ability experience and range of interests. It is fruitful to use
literary works at an advanced stage of learning but a justifiable continuity has to be maintained between various
stages of language learning, ensuring that different literary extracts become a vehicle for the learning of differ-
ences among language varieties. The trainer must see to it that such exercises are pushed in only after the learner
has acquired knowledge of what constitutes the common core of the language. In this process it should be ascer-
tained that classroom teaching is leading to the creation of an authentic situation for the language.

Learners aiming at functional linguistic competence may easily be kept away from highly formal varieties of
language. It would be fruitful to select for them style that is capable of providing link with everyday language. A
literary extract is fruitful for the learner only when he possesses adequate knowledge about the cultural back-
ground of it. Again, the learners can’t absorb a literary work unless they find it linguistically well within their
reach. The deeper is the level of literature, the more it tends to release resonance rather than references. In the garb
of ordinary language there may be a lot of paradoxical teasing. Such literary texts may appear quite simple, how-
ever, they are unsuitable for the purpose of language teaching. Texts, which tend to be stylistically less complex,
may therefore be chosen. Learners may thus be provided an opportunity to advance from an early stage to a
gradually deepening level, with an emphasis on interest and relevance. A proper harmony is essential between
what the learners require and what the resources available can offer.
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‘Learning/teaching an L2 is not just about teaching the student how to add a few rooms to a house by
building an extension at the back; it is like the rebuilding of internal walls. It implies that in some ways the
construction of the house itself will change. Trying to put languages in separate compartments in the mind is
doomed to failure since the compartments are connected in many ways’ (Cook, 2001). This article will state that
the dictum, ‘Ban/minimize and maximize L2’ should be changed to ‘maximize L1 to maximally enable L2’. It will
justify the stance by drawing on the various perspectives adopted regarding the use of L1 in the L2 classroom.
While justifying, it will refer to the teaching methods and approaches and also research in second language
teaching and learning.
Intr oduction

The first language (L1) has always had a major role to play, either as an aid or as a deterrent, in both foreign
and second language teaching/learning contexts. Accordingly, this leads to the existence of diverse maxims ranging
from completely banning the L1, minimizing L1 use, to maximizing L2 use, in the classroom. These are respectively
termed as the stronger, weaker and optimistic forms of view of L1 use (Cook, 2001). But, we could rather rephrase
this dictum as ‘maximize L1 use to maximally enable L2’. The following are some of the justifications drawn from
various perspectives.
Why support ‘maximize L1 use to maximally enable L2’?
(A) Analogy with L1 acquisition

The first academic rationale behind the banishment of L1 is that L1 acquisition does not fall back on another
language. This suggests that L2 learning should be modeled on L1 acquisition of monolinguals. But, the fact that
by definition, L1 children do not have another language at his disposal does not imply that an L2 student cannot
make use of their L1 while learning an L2. So, this is not a very strong justification in favor of banning or minimizing
the use of L1 in the classroom.
(B) Language compartmentalization

The second justification is of language compartmentalization, which states that successful L2 learning requires
the learner to keep both the L1 and the L2 as separate entities. This argument treats all L2 learners as ‘coordinate
bilinguals’ (Weinreich, 1953 cited in de Groot, 1993: 27-28), who develop the new language separately from the
first. But, in reality, the languages live side by side, interacting and affecting each other bi-directionally. In fact,
there have been evidences of interaction between the two languages in vocabulary (Beauvillain & Grainger, 1987
cited in Cook, 2001) and syntax (Cook, 1994 cited in Cook, 2001). Also, the meanings/conceptual structures are
largely connected if not completely shared. This assumption is justified by the fact that people can readily translate
from one language to another. The L2 meanings do not exist separately from the L1 meanings in the learner’s mind
(Cook, 1997). Furthermore, the phenomenon of code-switching – the ‘bilingual mode’ of language in which both
L1 and L2 are used simultaneously, rather than the ‘monolingual mode’ in which they are used separately – is a
classic evidence of language integration in the bilingual mind (Grosjean, 1989 cited in Cook, 2001).

Therefore, all these suggest that L2 learners and users do not compartmentalize the languages in the mind: L1
is not isolated from L2. During language processing, L1 is constantly available for multicompetent language users
(Cook, 1999). Denying or deemphasizing the use of L1 in the classroom only pushes L1 to a different corner of the
students’ mind rather than eliminating it completely.
(C) Language teaching approaches and methods: Assumptions regarding L1 use

Historically, L1 was valued with the introduction of the ‘double-translation’ method (1570) by Ascham which
‘intended to make the learner equally conscious of the structure and resources of his own language’ (Howatt, 1984:
34). However, as early as the 1800s, this idea was challenged and the pedagogic role of L1 was devalued reflecting
the belief that L1 is a hindrance in mastering a foreign and second language. For example, a Church Missionary
Society report on primary education in Sierra Leone in 1808 states:
… according to their strict instruction, not a word of Susu [the L1] was allowed to be spoken in the school. (quoted
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in Tif fen, 1968: 71 cited in Phillipson, 1992: 187)
This opposition to L1 use was strongly raised by some language teaching revolutions in the late 19th century,

such as the ‘Great Reform Movement’, the International Phonetic Association (IPA) of 1886 and the emergence of
the Direct Method. This ‘anti-L1’ (Cook, 2001) concept was further popularized by the advent of new approaches
and methods such as the Audio-lingual Method, the Task-based learning, Total Physical Response, the Silent Way,
the Natural Approach and Suggestopedia.

On the other hand, the ‘pro-L1’ (Cook, 2001) convention, initiated by the Grammar- Translation Method,
advocated the systematic use of learners’ native/first language in the classroom. Furthermore, this thought was
carried forward by the Community Language Learning emphasizing the extensive use of the mother tongue, especially
at the beginning stages of learning. In the twentieth century, there were a few minority methods, other than the
mighty Grammar-Translation Method, which tried to systematize the use of first language in the classroom, such
as, Alternating Language Methods, Reciprocal Language Teaching, Key School Two-way Model, Alternate Days
Approach, and Dual Language Programmes (Cook, 2008: 183). Additionally, the New Concurrent Method and the
Bilingual Method actively created links between the first and second language within the same lesson. Teachers
were encouraged to make systematic use of cognates and code-switching between the native language (L1) and the
target language (TL).

Moreover, in between these two extremes, there were some approaches and methods which did not have a
firm stand on the issue of using L1. These can be phrased as a ‘fusion of anti and pro L1’ (Pathak, 2005). For
instance, Cook (2001) stated that “CLT and Task-Based learning method have no necessary relationship with the
L1”. Even in the literature on CLT, there is a deliberate absence of discussion on the use of L1:
If… the mother-tongue is a central element in the process of learning a foreign language, why is it so conspicuously
absent from the theory and methodology of the Communicative Approach?  Why are so little attention paid, in this
and other respects, to what learners already know?  (Swan, 1985: 86)
The British version of the Communicative Approach negated the existence of students’ mother-tongues. Munby,
one of the advocates of CLT, makes no significant reference to the mother-tongue at all, in his book ‘Communicative
Syllabus Design’ (1978).

Later on, Communicative Language Teaching adopted a more pragmatic and flexible approach and more
emphasis was given to the controlled use of L1. This was reflected in the Headway Series (Soars & Soars, 1996),
the most successful communicative text book of all time (Prodromou, 2000). This series incorporated translation
exercises to contrast the grammar of L1 and L2. In the same vein, Weschler (1997) propagated the ‘Functional-
Translation Method’ a hybrid of Communicative Language Teaching and the Grammar-Translation Method.  It
emphasized the social meaning of everyday language and made use of students’ L1 for comparative analysis of L2.
Willis (1981), in a language teacher’s course book, acknowledged that “occasionally L1 may still be useful”.
Atkinson integrated communicative methodology with selective and limited use of L1 and noted:

It is impossible to talk of a ‘right balance’ or a perfect model for using L1 - it’s not that simple. L1 can be a
valuable resource if it is used at appropriate times and in appropriate ways. (Atkinson, 1983: 2)

N.S. Prabhu’s (1987) Communicational Teaching Project (CTP) or the Bangalore Project was another method
which did not have a firm stand on the issue of using L1.  This was one of the early applications of a task-based
approach within the Communicative Language Teaching framework, wherein, the learners were encouraged to use
their own linguistic resources to ‘solve’ problem(s).  They were also allowed to use strategies like using single
words, resorting to gestures, quoting from the blackboard or the sheet which stated the task, seeking a suggestion
from a peer or even using the mother-tongue/L1. The use of L1 was reserved ‘as a last resort’- if the learners’ other
strategies failed to solve the problems. This cursory reference of the mother-tongue use is evident in the following
statement:

Although the tasks were presented and carried out in the target language, the use of the learners’ mother-
tongue in the classroom was neither disallowed nor excluded.  (Prabhu, 1987:60)

From the discussion, it is evident that L1 has been a great resource in teaching a foreign and second language.
In the early days of language teaching methods, the value of L1 has been recognized, followed by a phase of
rejection of its use in the classroom. Gradually, that concept changed and there came a period when more and more
approaches and methods tried to incorporate L1 systematically. Now, the issue is not ‘to use’ or ‘not to use’ L1, but
how to use L1 judiciously. Therefore, we should consider using L1 in the L2 classroom only if it facilitates learning.
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Also, the L1/mother tongue is an integral part of a learner’s psychological and cultural make-up and denying it
results in what Schroeder (2001) calls ‘cognitive hijacking’, which eventually leads to ‘cultural hijacking’.
(D) Previously-learnt languages as a starting point for acquiring new knowledge
Another justification of the use of L1 in classrooms can be gleaned out from educational psychology. In all learning
situations, previous knowledge is a starting point for acquiring new knowledge; and in a language-learning situation,
this means previously-learnt languages. When a learner is exposed to any new phenomenon, experience, or problem,
she at first tries to relate it to her previous experiences and constructs a hypothesis falling back to her existing
knowledge.  The cognitive structure which already exists in the mind provides meaning and organization to
experiences and allows the individual to go beyond their present level.

These concepts can be applied to language learning. If L1 is considered as the past knowledge while learning
an L2 or L3, one needs to assimilate and accommodate (Piaget, 1959) these languages in order to make learning
happen.  As human beings are born with an innate capacity for languages, this capacity needs to be ignited through
the process of assimilating and accommodating various languages or languages capacity.
(E) Sociopolitical rationale

Auerbach (1993) offers a sociopolitical rationale for the use of L1 in ESL classrooms based on the situation of
immigrant ESL learners studying in the United States. She concluded that:
Starting with the L1 provides a sense of security and validates the learners’ lived experiences, allowing them to
express themselves..The learner is then willing to experiment and take risks with English. (Auerbach, 1993:19)

Her conclusions, however, are relevant to any immigrant second language learners across countries and can
be applicable to any low proficient, less confident learners.
(F) Strong foundation in the L1 to support the acquisition of English

A further justification of incorporating students’ L1 in learning can be drawn from the work done in the area
of bilingual education with immigrants and language-minority students (Cummins, 1984; 1991). These studies
call for a strong foundation in the L1 to support the acquisition of English. Besides, successful second language
acquisition depends on the level of the development in the L1. For example, literacy skills developed in the L1 can
be transferred to the second language, known as the Developmental Interdependence Hypothesis or the Common
Underlying Proficiency Hypothesis (Cummins, 2000). He succinctly summarizes this argument in the following
way:

Students’ L1 is not the enemy in promoting high levels of L2 proficiency; rather, when students’ L1 is invoked
as a cognitive and linguistic resource through bilingual instructional strategies, it can function as a stepping stone
to scaffold more accomplished performance in the L2. (Cummins, 2007: 238)
(G) Arguments from bilingual lexicon research

The key findings of the bilingual lexicon research have shown that the languages of bilinguals are represented
in the same anatomical areas of the brain. Furthermore, it also reveals that languages in a bilingual mind are not as
markedly separated in the brain and access information from the same storage (Albert & Obler, 1978; de Groot,
1993; Kroll, 1993; Francis, 2005). Therefore, a meaningful introduction of L2 is only possible when it is built on
the knowledge of L1, and the learners’ understanding of the world through their L1, instead of completely negating
the learner’s previous experience. Thus, the knowledge of L1 and the store house of cultural experiences that any
bilingual learner brings into an L2 classroom are valued. If teachers can creatively and consciously deploy the first
language as a resource and treat it as a starting point for the learning of a second language, it would make the
learning of the second language easier, more meaningful and less stressful.
In brief, all these arguments lead to the conclusion that L1 use is an aid to the learning process. Hence, we should
use it maximally to enable an L2. Let us now consider the research evidences which strongly favor this position.
Research evidence

L1 use in L2 classroom has long been considered an important issue among researchers. Some of them believe
that use of L1 develops the L2 learning process and emphasizes its systematic, cautious and restricted inclusion
into the classroom practice (Atkinson, 1987, 1993; Cook, 2001; Kharma & Hajjaj, 1989). Others are more reserved
in this L1 incorporation. Turnbull (2001) argued that teachers already use the L1 and therefore, require encouragement
to increase their L2 use. This position becomes stronger from the support of researchers like Duff & Polio (1990)
and Chambers (1991). They came up with some tangible suggestions for teaching more exclusively in the target
language.
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There have been studies from a sociolinguistic point of view where language classroom is a multilingual
community in which imposing monolingual native speaker norms are out of question. As a result, teachers can
observe their students’ development as bilinguals or ‘multicompetent’ users (Cook, 2005) whose elaborate L1
knowledge complements their developing L2 knowledge.

In fact, studies which are based on sociocultural theory have explored L1 use by language learners who
carried out collaborative activities (Anton & DiCamilla, 1999; Storch & Wigglesworth, 2003; Swain & Lapkin,
2000; Carless, 2008). Their conclusion was that the L1 is a cognitive tool that can assist the completion of cognitively
and linguistically challenging tasks. Results also show that ‘judicious use of the L1 can indeed support L2 learning
and use’ (Swain & Lapkin, 2000: 268).

There are also empirical research based in India, where attempt has been made to identify and value the
different language ‘capabilities’, precisely L1 capabilities, in the educational context to develop an L2 (English).
One such initial attempt was using the learners’ L1 resources (Kannada) to develop a ‘bilingual methodology’ to
promote reading skills in English (Rajagopal, 1992). This experiment was with Class IX Kannada medium students
in Mysore city in the state of Karnataka. The study established the ‘bilingual methodology’ as a feasible and
practical alternative teaching strategy to develop the mother tongue medium learners’ L2 reading abilities.

In another study, prior knowledge of learners’ first language (Bengali) was used as a scaffold to develop an L2
(English). This experiment was carried out in a state government regional medium school in Kolkata in the state of
West Bengal. Thirty Five (35) Class VII children were the subjects in this study. The main hypothesis of the study
was that a bilingual learner’s task performance in an L1-mediated L2 task would be better than in an L2-only task.
Results showed that in all three language groups- language complexity, linguistic variety and semantic content,
there was an increase in the four groups studied, viz. good/poor in both Bengali and English; poor in Bengali but
good in English, and vice versa; good in Bengali but poor in English (Mukhopadhyay, 2003).

In one further study, learners’ knowledge of L1 (Bajaali, a dialect of Assamese) was used as a resource to
enable the learning of English. This exploratory study was conducted in a regional medium lower primary school
in a remote village, Garemari, in the Barpeta district of rural Lower Assam. The subjects were twenty Class IV
children in the second year of English. The findings of the study revealed that the L1 can be used as a resource to
teach an L2 to develop vocabulary, enable reading capabilities, create an awareness of punctuation rules, emphasize
grammatical differences and highlight variations in the realization of language functions across two languages
(Pathak, 2005).

So, all these studies demonstrate that L1 can be used as a resource and a scaffolding device to enable an L2:
be it developing reading ability, writing, vocabulary, grammar, and language functions.
Conclusion

In conclusion, this article argues for ‘maximize L1 use to maximally enable L2’ from various perspectives:
academic, sociopolitical, educational psychological, bilingual lexicon research, etc. The empirical research works
also provide evidence for the above dictum.
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A careful study of the history of the English language in India ever since Macaulay’s minute of 1835 makes it
abundantly clear that English was deemed by the British rulers as a forceful vehicle of culture and domination and
not merely a medium of communication. In the words of Gauri Viswanathan.

As a description of process, this study is specifically directed at elucidating the relationship between the
institutionalization of English in India and the exercise of colonial power, between the processes of curricular
selection and the impulse to dominate and control. The curriculum is conceived here not in the perennialist sense
of an objective, essentialized entity but rather as discourse, activity, and process, as one of the mechanisms through
which knowledge is socially distributed and culturally validated.

Here it will not be out of place to mention how the colonial hunter based on master-slave relationship ruined
the teaching of English in India. The first pedagogical catastrophe occurred in the sixties when in the name of
‘Structural Approach’ traditional teaching of English was destroyed almost over night, courtesy the British Council.
The next major disaster came in the form of an avalanche of Communicative Language Teaching brazenly under
the banner of the British Council.

A situation where an average class is sixty to eighty strong, where an overwhelming majority of learners are
from the economically and culturally weaker or disadvantaged sections of society, where there is little or no
motivation to learn a foreign language, where the linguistic and communicative competence of the average teacher
is awfully poor, where library facilities are hopelessly inadequate and where a moribund examination system
controls and governs all teaching and learning situation of the above description is simply inconceivable for these
high-brow theorists. For many native speakers of English Asia and Africa still continue to be academic colonies to
be civilized by self-professed ‘experts’ peddling their expensive wares in the third world countries.

Two facts emerge on the role of English. First, the overwhelming majority is prepared to accept as an
accomplished fact the dominance of English as the international lingua franca in a European and worldwide
context. English has become so important that it would be no exaggeration to say that having a command of
English is almost equivalent to developing a second stage in literacy, a culture technique as indispensible as
reading and writing. Kachru very rightly says in this connection:

What we see here, then, is what the non-native English-using speech fellowships are using, English of the
world in their divergent situations and contests and with various linguistic and ethnic attitudes.

Once it is conceded that English is a language of International Communication, a natural corollary follows the
concept. ‘English’ will have to undergo a radical modifications to give place to another, ‘Englishes’, which would
obviously include local forms of English, belonging not only to speech communities but also to speech fellowships
as mentioned by Kachru. It will have to be recognized that the goal of English as an International Language can
and should never be acculturation but precisely getting the sense of personal and cultural identity. This would
necessitate accommodation and convergence of speech styles and socio-cultural norms in a spirit of mutuality of
obligation and symmetrical reciprocity on the part of the interlocutors of whom one might be native and another
foreign. In plain speech, good manners raise tolerance to respect.

In whatever way one looks at the problem, the inescapable conclusion is that pluralism, mutual respect and
tolerance and obligatory reciprocity are the basic premises on which the concept ‘World English’ is to be understood.

This communication dialect of English will have to be continuously reauthenticated by a steady inflow of
authentic language. In some parts of the world (e.g. West Africa), creative writers have achieved remarkable results
in making English serviceable to a wide range of communicative needs of their societies. But then their cultural
and linguistic situation is different from that of Western Europe. In the symbolical speech community of West
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Africa, writers in English could be said to be the African elite and English is indispensable for the ‘new nations’
not only for business and administration, but also to develop a sense of national identity beyond the ethnic group.

The foreign-language user (of English), on the other hand, has to find a new answer to the question of the
speech community that arises each time a constellation that uses English as an international language comes into
being. With English as an international language, the primary group of reference will in most cases (true bilingualism
being the rare exception) be the speech community of the speaker’s own language, i.e., the Frenchman will not
cease to be a Frenchman, etc. Each time, however, ‘English as an international language’ is used; it (or rather its
user) creates a secondary ad hoc speech community that exists only as long as the respective constellation lasts.
Thus, it is no longer acculturation that is required by the foreign user, but accommodation and convergence of
speech styles and socio-cultural norms.

Centuries have passed but nothing substantial good has been done to the teaching of English in India. Prof.
Mohan aptly says in this regard:

Times have changed, but English syllabuses in Indian universities, by and large, have not, and we find ourselves
in a situation where the study of English literature in our universities, unrelated to any particular social context or
purpose, and having no specified objectives, has become, apart from some false prestige that is still attached to it,
an aimless, undefined, perfunctory activity. We still require all our students, who offer English literature at the
university level, to read the Elizabethans, the Augustan and the Victorian English writers, when many of them have
neither knowledge enough of the language to appreciate their stylistic merits, nor an understanding of their social
and cultural background, nor the maturity of mind and taste to appreciate their ideas. It s not surprising, therefore,
that many of them resort to memorization, and what they call ‘selective study’, to somehow pass their examinations.
They memorize the Romantics or Victorians; they reproduce, on demand, not only passages from these writers, but
second-hand opinions, criticism and appreciation with all the authority of originality, and with varying degree of
inaccuracy. They struggle through mythological and literary references and notes on English social history. They
‘annotate with reference to the context’ comment vaguely on the style, and attempt to make critical comparisons of
giants in English literary history. This kind of study could hardly develop literary sensibility or stimulate critical
thinking and writing. It has not helped in language learning either, because that has not been one of the conscious
aims of such instruction. Literary criticism, literary history and literary appreciation have all thus become largely
manifestations of a pseudo-literary study in our universities.

If we see the present scenario then it is noticed that there is a dire need of fresh look on what is being taught
in our colleges and universities. We must know that the objectives of the study of English in India are now entirely
different from those for which it was originally introduced. The English Departments of Indian universities have to
perform a two-fold function in the present context: 1. To prepare and properly equip the potential teachers of
English language and 2. To provide for the study of English literature as a cultural and humanistic discipline. For
this purpose the present syllabuses have to be modified. What is needed is specific courses in English language and
literature at the under-graduate and post-graduate level, and a greater variety of literary courses at the M.A. level.
The sprinkling of the language component in an otherwise heavily literature-oriented course hardly serves the
purpose of those who go for language teaching, and is an inconvenient compromise. This does not mean that the
language course should have no literature component, or the literature course should be devoid of the necessary
language component. But the different objectives of both the courses should be kept in mind while framing them.
Research in English in Indian universities will be more fruitful, if it seeks other avenues, such as in the field of
Indian writing in English or Commonwealth English Writing, in Stylistics, in problems of English teaching in
India, or in translation of standard literary works into English from other Indian languages. We should feel the
need of the fact that decolonizing English teaching in India is not vital merely an academic need; it is also a vital
requirement of our national integrity and self-esteem. It is high time we took the entire enterprise of teaching
English in our own hands and blocked the baneful colonial aggression aimed at cultural seduction.
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Teaching strategies are selected for their use in learning specific lesson content as well as their transferability
to other lessons. Students are explicitly told the name of the strategy, why using it will assist their learning, and
how to use it within the lesson context and across other contexts.

The following strategies can help in supporting English language learners (ELLs) through this difficult
stage of language proficiency. Implementing these techniques will benefit all the students in classroom and can
contribute to differentiated instruction.

1. Teachers should speak slowly, audibly and clearly in whatever language use in the classroom. Avoid
asking students in front of the whole class if they understand. Instead, ask students to volunteer to repeat
the instructions in their own words, in English or in the students’ native language.

2. Teachers should introduce new concepts by discussing key words to that concept. Exploring specific
academic terms like algorithm starts a sequence of lessons on larger math concepts and builds the student’s
background knowledge.

3. With guided interaction method, teachers structure lessons so students work together to understand what
they read—by listening, speaking, reading, and writing collaboratively about the academic concepts in
the text.

4. Teachers should use of meaning-based context and universal themes, referring to taking something mean-
ingful from the students’ everyday lives and using it as a springboard to interest them in academic con-
cepts. Research shows that when students are interested in something and can connect it to their lives or
cultural backgrounds they are more highly motivated and learn at a better rate.

5. Teachers should use of modeling, graphic organizers, and visuals. The use of a variety of visual aids,
including pictures, diagrams, and charts, helps all students—and especially ELL students—easily recog-
nize essential information and its relationship to supporting ideas. Visuals make both the language and
the content more accessible to students.

6. Prepare English Language Learners for challenging whole-class lessons ahead of time. In a small group,
teach the second-language vocabulary that students will need to know. In addition to vocabulary, intro-
duce the concepts that the whole class will be learning. Use materials that are geared for the specific
group of English Language Learners (i.e., use materials in the students’ home language and/or materials
in English that are appropriate for the students’ English reading level). That way when you teach the
whole class lesson, English Language Learners have a head start because they’ve already had one com-
prehensible lesson on the topic.

7. Visual aids give ELL students visual cues that may help clarify meaning and solidify learning. Visual aids
should be clear and reproduced for ELL students, whenever possible. Teachers should use visual cues
such as posters, overhead pictures, slide shows, videos, and illustrated books. Use active methods of
learning such as games, skits, songs, partner interviews and structured conversation with classmates.
When necessary, explain concepts in the students’ home language. Finally, be prepared to spend addi-
tional time helping English Language Learners do the work.

8. Teachers should provide English Language Learners lots of attempts to be successful in a low-stress
environment. Choral reading, echo reading, and partner reading all allow students to work on fluency
and pronunciation without putting them on the spot. Rehearsing a sentence, paragraph, or page before
reading it aloud to a group can help students to improve fluency one chunk of text at a time. Plays and
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skits provide a wonderful excuse to encourage students to practice the same lines over and over until they
master them, and presenting a play or skit in their second language gives students a great sense of accom-
plishment.

9. Appropriate hands-on activities can help students connect with classroom content to make learning more
concrete.

10.  English Language students need additional time to formulate their answers in English. Some may still be
translating their first language into English; others may need time to find the appropriate words. By
pausing after a question is asked, everyone, English proficient students included, has time to think about
the question before responding.

11. Teacher-prepared outlines or notes can help English Language students follow along in class. Alter-
nately, they may ask another student to share his or her notes with the student. They may also choose to
give the student information regarding the teaching plan and objectives so that they may have an easier
time following along.

12.  Directly teach English Language students reading strategies that will enhance their reading skills. Skim-
ming, scanning and even outlining chapters in the textbook are excellent pre-reading strategies that can
help students preview material prior to reading. They can also engage in other strategies such as predict-
ing chapter content from headings, creating vocabulary lists, writing responses, and summarizing.

13.  Most second language learners go through a silent phase. Forcing a student to speak may make them
embarrassed and overly self-conscious. In a worst case scenario, other students may laugh them at them.
While your intention may be to give them practice, this technique very well may backfire.

14. Teachers should encourage students to maintain and develop their first language at school, at home, and
in the community. Research shows that students learn English more effectively, and don’t lag as far being
their English-speaking classmates in other subject areas, when they do more academic work in their
native language. And when students are pushed to learn English only, and aren’t given the chance to
continue learning their home language, they lose the opportunity to be bilingual, a skill that’s increas-
ingly valued in society.

15. Teachers should listen to students and show interest in their cultures while being careful not to put
students on the spot or assume that they’re experts on their cultures. Plan assignments that bring stu-
dents’ cultures, families, languages, and experiences front and center. Talk with colleagues, parents, and
friends who share the students’ backgrounds. Read, see movies, listen to music, and travel to the stu-
dents’ home town if possible. This is a lifelong process.

16. Teachers should find ways to communicate with parents in their first language unless they ask you to
speak with them in English. For example, find out if an interpreter is needed, and arrange for one ahead
of time.

English language learners face many obstacles in learning as a second language. Teachers of English language
learners should really be developing the oral communication, reading, vocabulary, and writing skills of their young
students. It is sure that the above mentioned strategies can help in improving teaching learning process in classroom.
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This paper is based on a qualitative study with five teachers on their perspectives on the role played by
humour in their ESL tasks and activities in the classroom. The paper explores the importance of humour in classroom
methodology as well as teaching materials in the ESL context. Studying and analyzing the teachers’ perspectives
and experiences revealed how humour can facilitate the overall teaching learning process when teachers effectively
exploited it in their classroom activities. It was also found that the teachers seldom consciously contemplated upon
the role of humour in their classrooms. Yet when they are required to do so, multiple aspects of classroom
methodology and widely differing perspectives of the teachers on the importance of humour in their classes come
into light. These perspectives are instrumental in determining their teaching methodology and the overall vitality
and responsiveness of their classes.
1. Introduction

The role of humour in the ESL classroom is seldom consciously contemplated upon by teachers. Yet when
they are required to do so, multiple aspects of classroom methodology and widely differing perspectives of the
teachers on types of activities and tasks they use in class come into light. These perspectives are instrumental in
determining their teaching methodology and the overall vitality and responsiveness of their classes.

Research evidence suggests that humour is positively related to cognitive functioning and socio-cultural
competence in children (Masten 1986). Teachers, often unaware of the research in this area, form their own
perceptions about the benefits and dangers of encouraging humour in ESL classrooms based on their teaching
experience. This paper attempts to examine the research done in understanding the role of humour in English
language classes and relating it to the spontaneous responses of 5 teachers with more than 10 years of experience
in teaching ESL learners at the intermediate and advanced levels.

Some teachers value humour to relieve the boredom of teaching grammar while others use it to drive a concept
home. Many others feel that humour is the easiest way of obtaining feedback from students as well as talking about
issues otherwise uncomfortable for the teacher or the learners or both. Teachers often use humour to draw the
attention of learners to a particular point or to get them to focus on the classroom discussion when they get
distracted. Humour is also considered as an ‘intelligent’ mode of language use in genuine contexts. Most teachers
agree that tactful use of humour in the classroom helps build a friendly, relaxed and tension free atmosphere,
which motivates learners and thus facilitates language learning. ‘Laughter’, according to Smith (1986), ‘binds the
classroom in community’.

Goldstein & McGhee (1972) as quoted in Masten (1986) have found that humour is related to social,
physiological and cognitive functions in various ways. Social functions include group dynamics, peer-interaction
and maintaining interpersonal relationships while physiological functions include tension reduction and relaxation,
which happen due to the increased adrenalin levels in the body produced by laughter

When the perceptions of English language teachers are related to theory and research on humour, a clear
pattern is evident. English language teachers use humour for all its functions—social, emotional, physiological
and cognitive. This paper studies the different contexts in which teachers fulfil these functions of humour in their
ESL classrooms and what kind of activities and tasks can effectively exploit the positive role of humour in teaching
English.
2. Review of Literature

Nilsen and Nilsen (1999) have argued that humour is a vital part of the learners’ everyday life and if language
teachers have to use authentic materials, humour cannot be ignored. Some teachers may feel that encouraging
humour in the classroom will take away their time to teach grammar, literature, composition and public speaking.
Nilsen and Nilsen suggest that learners can laugh at their own mistakes and learn grammar, appreciate humour in
literature, write short humourous anecdotes, poems and parodies and tell jokes in class as part of their public
speaking lesson. If the teacher identifies the positive value of using humour in the English class it can be easily
incorporated into the teaching methodology.
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Masten (1986) has found that humour is positively related to academic and social competence as well as
cognitive abilities in school children. She has showed that appreciation, comprehension and production of humour
depend on factual knowledge, cognitive abilities, language development and linguistic knowledge. Humour can
thus be used to develop linguistic knowledge by exploiting the already developed cognitive functions of ESL
learners.

Smith (1986) notes that humour is a safe means of learners to evaluate teachers and provide feedback. It is
also a means of releasing sarcasm, which may otherwise sound impolite and offensive. Humour thus hides com-
plex and serious issues but at the same time conveys the message.

Collins (1986) argues that learners need to ‘manipulate’ language in order to create humour and since commu-
nicative language teaching (CLT) focuses on the ‘how’ and ‘why’ of communication, humour is one of the best
ways to teach English. Humour is especially useful in teaching vocabulary, as learners need to figure out the
multiple meanings of words in context. Puns, witty jokes, punch lines of jokes, parodies, hyperbolical comments
and so on can be exploited to teach language. Sarcasm however, is destructive and should be avoided. Communi-
cative Language classrooms thus have a lot of scope to use humour not only to teach language skills but also to
focus on developing the socio-linguistic competence of learners—the what, when, how and to whom of language
use.

In a study conducted by Damico and Purkey (1978) on class-clowns it was found that students who made their
classmates laugh consistently through witty jokes and comments were perceived as influential, well accepted,
leaders, independent and creative compared to their other classmates. The social competence of learners who can
manipulate language to create humour is thus high. Research evidence presents a positive picture of those students
who are adept in making others laugh at the slightest opportunity. This result will be compared with the spontane-
ous responses of 5 ESL teachers to find out whether research evidence and the perceptions of teachers formed from
day-to day experiences match.
Theoretical Framework

The role of humour in the English language classroom can thus be social, emotional, physiological or cogni-
tive in nature. ESL teachers have the added advantage of exploiting learner’s cognitive and social competences
that have already been developed in their native language (L1). Studies in bilingualism reveal that ESL learners
enjoy a cognitive advantage over monolingual learners in terms of creative use of language and meta linguistic
capabilities (Bialystok and Ryan, 1985s as quoted in Hamers and Blanc, 2000). Through humour, teachers can
exploit the cultural and background knowledge of the learners in their native languages, as humour is the best
mode of authentic cultural information and can also act as a bridge between cultures.

Nilsen and Nilsen provide examples of how language teachers can consciously select materials and activities
with the potential for humour. News clippings from authentic sources, stories, poems and plays can all be used to
create humour in the classroom in the process of learning language. Teachers who are not good at creating situ-
ational humour may select such materials while those who can exploit classroom situations can rely on their
intuitive powers.

Class clowns are a source of constant humour in the classroom and were rated as influential, well accepted,
leaders, independent and creative by peers in research consucted in this area. Teachers however have a negative
attitude towards class clowns. The creative humour and leadership quality of class clowns can be used positively
by teachers to motivate other students to participate in classroom discussions and other activities.

Smith, Collins and Hamilton (1986) relate their personal experiences in the article The Place of Humour and
Sarcasm in the English Class. These narrations are similar to the data collected for this paper from 5 ESL teachers
on their perspectives on the role of Humour in the ESL classroom. Hamilton writes that she likes to create a warm
classroom atmosphere and humour enables her to do so. She uses humour to strengthen the listening skills of her
learners as they relate a funny incident or story to their personal experiences. Hamilton notes:
Students who feel at ease in a classroom are more likely to challenge new ideas in their writing and in their study
of literature. Humour encourages the young to take risks, be creative and assert their independence.

There is thus ample evidence from teachers on how they use humour for creating a comfortable, lively and
enthusiastic classroom atmosphere. The data collected for this paper highlights techniques used by teachers to
direct humour into cognitively challenging language tasks. It also examines situational humour created by teachers
and students in the class, which facilitate language learning by acting as a mnemonic device in learning the aspect
of language in focus.
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The Perspectives of Teachers in this Study
5 teachers (2 from West Bengal, 1 from Andhra Pradesh, 1 from Gujarat and 1 from Delhi) gave their sponta-

neous responses on a questionnaire with open-ended questions to elicit the techniques they use to exploit humour
in their ESL classes to cognitively challenge their learners. They also gave examples of how they use situational
humour in activities and tasks to explain a concept. All the 5 teachers have more than 12 years of teaching experi-
ence in colleges and universities and hold a Masters degree in English Literature. None of the teachers is trained in
language teaching and only one has a PhD. Degree in English literature. All the 5 teachers received the question-
naire by e-mail and responded in one day’s time. They clarified doubts regarding technical words like ‘meta
linguistic’ over telephone.
Analyzing the Responses of Teachers

3 out of the 5 teachers said that humour has played an important role in their language classes. 3 of them said that
humour and learning have a positive correlation. The 2 teachers, who disagreed, hold a traditional view of the language
class where the students are passive listeners and the teacher lectures for the entire class hour.

Teachers in their responses came up with interesting classroom activities, which they use to ensure that stu-
dents have fun in the learning process. Dr. Nandini Saha uses humourous examples to focus the attention of her
learners in her afternoon classes. She related how she uses the ‘Mind your Language’ comedy serial in her classes
to practice listening and speaking skills. This humourous comedy show is based on foreigners learning English in
an evening course in England. Accent, pronunciation, grammatical structures and mannerisms of the characters in
the show generate a lot of humour in the class. She asks her students to identify the humourous instances in the
show and as a group prepare a similar skit to be presented in class. She says that students come up with humourous
skits where they use the pronunciation, accent, grammatical structures and mannerisms of their characters cre-
atively. She however, has to take care that sexual jokes in the show do not offend her learners. Sometimes cultural
cues and proverbs need to be explained to students.

Ms Vijaya Vanamala relates the humourous examples that her engineering students relate in the language lab
classes which are meant to practice communication skills. They write humourous dialogues and sometimes trans-
late Telegu jokes into English. It is never difficult to manage the classes, as all students are intensely engrossed in
group work where they compete with the other teams.

Mr. Bhaveen Lathia uses humourous activities and examples to teach language skills. He sometimes imitates
the wrong pronunciations of students by relating it in the form of an experience in a shop or restaurant and the
misunderstanding it caused. The whole class laughs at these examples and sportingly tries to correct themselves.
For language labs he uses activities like the following:

He asks questions to students about how their friend laughs, what kind of things makes him/her laugh, who
makes the entire class laugh most of the time. He then gives them an assignment to describe the laughing habits of
any one their classmate after observing him/her for a week. They are supposed to write an essay on their experience
without mentioning the name of their classmate. Every one reads out their essays and the class tries to guess the
person observed. The students rewrite their second draft and assess their friends on criteria mutually agreed upon
by the class.

In another activity to teach the future tense he writes the names of all the students on small pieces of paper and
asks students to predict the future of the friend whose name is written on the slip. The most humourous prediction
wins. Students have to write small paragraphs and get their first drafts checked. Finally all the slips are pasted in a
chart paper and each student can read their future prediction.

Thus it can be seen from the experiences narrated by these teachers that even without the knowledge of theory
and research in the area of second language acquisition, developmental psychology and cognitive linguistics their
methods of using humour in the language classes can be explained in the light of the cognitive and socio-cultural
theories in second language acquisition.

According to The socio-cultural theory of Vygotsky, learning happens through social interaction. Learners’
actual or present development level is what they can achieve on their own without the help of more capable peers
or adults. However learners have the potential to reach the next stage of learning when assisted by more competent
peers/adults. The help provided by society (more competent peers/adults) in progressing from one step of problem
solving to the other, in the learning process, is called scaffolding. Humour is a way of social interaction and more
so in language classes where new words, structures and cultural differences naturally create a lot of humour.
Students share jokes and tease their friends and in the process act as scaffolds in helping their peers to learn. When
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the teacher is able to use this humour to develop social cognitive functions of the learners it facilitates language
learning. For example in the second activity described by Mr. Bhaveen Lathia the learners engage in predicting the
future of their classmates to create humour. The learners have to use their knowledge of the world, linguistic
knowledge, creative and cognitive abilities. This may be called a social cognitive function of humour.

We have already discussed how humour is related to motivation and cognition (Masten 1986). Relating the
experiences of these teachers to theory we find that their methods/techniques are aimed at motivating as well as
cognitively challenging the learners. The humourous experiences narrated by the teachers to explain a point highlight
the connectionist theory in second language acquisition.

According to the connectionist theory the frequency of stimuli in the input either strengthens or weakens
connections in complex neural networks in the brain. The strengths of connections between units increase as
associative patterns are repeated. Humour may help to reinforce these connections as narrated by Mr. Indranil
Panigrahi when he says that his students remember language concepts, which he illustrates with humourous ex-
amples.

Teachers thus gain useful insights about ‘what works in the class’ from experience and understand the moti-
vational, cognitive and social functions of humour. As M/s. Kabita Mukherjee notes that she has negative feelings
towards class clowns theorists have also highlighted the negative effects of classroom humour, which de-moti-
vates students who are often the targets. Teachers thus need to be careful while using humour so that it acts as a
facilitator in the language learning process.
Further research implications

Masten (1986) has shown the positive relationship between social competence (peer relationships, peer
reputation and teachers’ assessments of classroom behavior) and humour. Further research may be directed
towards the exact relationship of social cognition and humour. Pellegrini, 1985 as quoted in Masten, 1986
suggests that social problem solving abilities and interpersonal awareness are related to peer reputation. Since
Masten has already analyzed the relationship of peer reputation and humour it would be worthwhile to consider
how social cognition is related to humour.
Conclusion

For practical use of language teachers research has to be encouraged on the task types which create humour on
the one hand and sufficiently challenge the learners on the other for scaffolding to take place and language learning
to happen. The importance of humour in language testing may also be an interesting area for research. The use of
cartoons in language tests is already in use. This could be studied seriously for supporting it with a strong theory.
Considering teachers’ perspectives on the role of humour in language learning is thus an important starting point
for materials producers as tasks and activities which effectively use humour are often more interesting and cognitively
challenging for learners and useful aids in language learning.
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Technology has brought about a huge transformation in the education system and experts’ feel rote learning is
likely to diminish in the coming years. A couple of years back, online education was Greek and Latin to most
people; today technology has finally arrived with a bang, and everyone has welcomed it. Technology has been
proved to accommodate learning styles and to be an effective motivator for students with specific learning needs.
Educational Technology in English language teaching has been designed to make an easy path through some
theoretical and practical concepts. It facilitates not only the improvement of the four basic language skills (LSRW)
but also development of high thinking skills. Technology offers various powerful learning tools that demand new
skills and understandings of students, including Multimedia , and provide new ways to engage students, such as
Virtual learning environments. The use of technologies such as Power Point and interactive white-board is captur-
ing the attention of students in the classroom and is also used in the assessment of students for e.g. Audience
Response System (ARS). Technology can help teachers respond to students’ diverse learning styles by creating
rich environments that engage students’ tactile, visual, and auditory senses. Furthermore, students working in
collaborative-team-learning settings appear to function better when learning events are accompanied by technol-
ogy use. In addition, technology is also important when used to provide distance-learning opportunities to students
who otherwise would not have access to course offerings.
Teaching undergoing change

The process of teaching has since been undergoing its own revolution, or evolution, from fact-focused and
dependent upon lectures and demonstrations to a cognitive process focusing on critical thinking and problem
solving. The concept of ‘what you know’ is being changed from what you have stored in your own memory to what
information you have access to and what you can do with that information. Albert Einstein’s words are message for
the teachers
I never teach my pupils;
I only attempt to provide the conditions in which they can learn.”

Many of us have grown up with the chalk and blackboard form of pedagogy and are most suited to learners?
But the best way to engage students or provide learning environment most suited to learners. Laurillard said,
“There is no progress …… in how we teach, despite what might be possible with the new technology i.e e-
learning.”
Influence of Technology

Technology is an increasingly influential factor in education. Computers and mobile phones are used in devel-
oped and developing countries both to complement established education practices and develop new ways of
learning such as online education (a type of distance education). This gives students the opportunity to choose
what they are interested in learning. The proliferation of computers also means the increase of programming and
blogging. Technology offers various powerful learning tools that demand new skills and understandings of stu-
dents, including multimedia, and provide new ways to engage students, such as vir tual learning environments.
Technology is being used more not only in administrative duties in education but also in the instruction of stu-
dents. The use of technologies such as Power Point and interactive white-board is capturing the attention of
students in the classroom. Laptops, ipod, mobile phone, iphone, are gadgets that are taking the place of text-
books and libraries. The internet connectivity has brought in a revolution in the minds of even babies. Online
social networking sites such as Orkut, Facebook keep students engaged for hours. Distance education is easier
these days as laptops and internet connectivity have given the Universities faster means of reaching more students
in real time. Animated videos are made and shared to explain a concept. Languages are learnt using VOIP such
as Skype, Google Talk. Google Docs, wikis, blogs are tools being increasingly used on collaborative classroom/
online projects. Podcasts of classroom notes are downloaded to listen as students commute. Universities are mak-
ing these podcasts available to their students.
E-Learning
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E-learning is the capability required of learners/users in order that they can manage their own learning in the
21st century, using technology as appropriate to context, sector and task.  E-learning applications and processes
include Web-based learning, computer-based learning, virtual education opportunities and digital collaboration.
Content is delivered via the Internet, intranet/extranet, audio or video tape, satellite TV, and CD-ROM. It can be
self-paced or instructor-led and includes media in the form of text, image, animation; streaming video and audio.
Abbreviations like CBT (Computer-Based Training), IBT (Internet-Based Training) or WBT (Web-Based Train-
ing) have been used as synonyms to e-learning. In virtual classroom environments, social networks have become
an important part of E-learning. Social networks have been used to foster online learning communities around
subjects as diverse as test preparation and language education. Mobile Assisted Language Learning (MALL) is a
term used to describe using handheld computers or cell phones to assist in language learning. Today one can still
find these terms being used, along with variations of e-learning such as elearning, Elearning, and eLearning.

Vir tual Learning Envir onment-The virtual learning is a term that refers to technology that  refers to tech-
nology which supports teaching and learning; it involves collaboration, communication and content tools, as well
as providing students with an offline personal space.VLEs do not decrease the importance of classroom or the
teacher- they enhance the teaching and learning experience. Their features vary depending on the specific VlE, but
usually teachers/lectures can upload lecture notes, create quizzes for students to complete online, and set students
assignments, which the students can then submit offline vie the VLE(and the teacher can keep track of all the
students of their grade on the VlE, and teacher can keep track of all the students grade. Some VLE s are commer-
cial software packages which are uploaded onto servers, and others are free open source and web-based. It enables
teaching and learning at any time with no physical boundaries.
The information and communication Technology insurgency brings particular challenges to education systems
around the world. This mainly occurs in three broad areas. One occurs with participation in the information soci-
ety. The second is ICT impact on the access to do with the way ICT changes the education procedure. Thirdly non
formal education occurs with continuing education and adult education through the distance education and other
organized programmes.
The acquision of ICT skills in education institutions helps knowledge sharing, thereby multiplying educational
opportunities. In education ICT can act as an auxiliary device integrating ICT literacy will be crucial as it means
harnessing technology to perform learning skills. It also encompass the use of ICT to manage complexity, solve
problems and think critically, creatively and systematically towards the goal of acquiring thinking and problem
solving skills .

Use of Technology in English Language Teaching: An Epitome of Pace and Potentiality
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What the internet offers for English language learners
The Internet provides a wide range of reading materials which can be used in teaching reading lessons. The

Internet is sometimes called the library of the poor as the information is easily accessible for all people connected
to the Net. This huge virtual library offers an endless range of topics to choose from. The information available is
updated on regular basis. The number of Internet sites offering ELT materials has been growing. All course books
are written for a given audience. Therefore, many topics may be irrelevant or uninteresting for the class. As a
result, teachers may need alternative texts or topics which can be found on the Internet. There are a lot of sites from
where we can collect the ideas and information on how to teach and learn in EFL/ ESL classes.
Challenges

The impersonality, suppression of communication mechanism, elimination of peer to peer learning, reduced
social and cultural interactions are major drawbacks associated with e-learning. It cannot replace human being too.
Hence, while designing e-learning packages it is necessary to realize that the learners are not isolated with technol-
ogy. For the smooth functioning of technology and e-learning much more importance should be given to pedagogi-
cal processes. Lack of organizational symmetry and implementation expertise are the bottlenecks too before e-
learning. Lack of quality content, availability of suitable faculty, one time funding from the government are some
of the challenges associated with it.

Conclusion
This is known that the future of India will be fashioned in the classroom. While India has made great strides

in improving the education system but much still remains to be done. If we see the current scenario then we will
find that there is a flood of advanced technology all over the globe but our education system is not benefiting due
to the lack of information and knowledge of teachers, students and the administration. The students have their own
restrictions, teachers have there own and the administration is also admitting the fact that the education system is
really in a poor shape today. Modern technology has great potential to enhance teaching and learning, turning that
potential into reality on a large scale is a complex, multifaceted task. The key determinant of our success will not
be the number of computers purchased or cables installed, but rather how we define educational visions, prepare
and support teachers, design curriculum, address issues of equity, and respond to the rapidly changing world

Technology can actually assist with some of these expectations and make teachers—and their students—more
successful. However, as the world becomes more complex—virtually year-to-year instead of the generation-to-
generation pace of most of the last century—educational needs continue to shift from teaching and learning iso-
lated skills and information within each content area, to teaching skills that enable students to solve complex
problems across many areas. Educators must prepare for a technology-rich future and keep up with change by
adopting effective strategies that infuse lessons with appropriate technologies. This makes an authentic assess-
ment needs even more important: Assessments must keep pace with effective instructional technology use. All this
while educators at every level, but teachers especially, actively pursue professional development that enables a
lifelong exploration of ways to enhance the teaching and learning of English and support science and mathematics
and English educational reform.
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As a teacher of English, the implications of globalization have always put me in a bind. Which English and
style should I consider “standard” ones to teach? Or should I take it granted that since globalization is not “culture
specific”, and English language being a means of globalization is also a norm-free, culture- independent entity that
learners can use in any way they want?

These were not simply theoretical concerns. I had listened to learners' extremely frustrating stories of out-of-
c1ass instructions. I had also made minute observations of the transactional talk out-of-class contexts in which
learners whom I knew to be well-intentioned clearly offended others and, in turn, felt that they had been treated
badly or with prejudice. I noticed in myself a tendency to react negatively to particular paralinguistic usage, even
when a learner tended to be courteous or making me a request to which I was sympathetic. There was an interac-
tional event that made me realize that I needed to explore new approaches to the teaching of language.

The paper explores a new approach. It describes a programme aiming at increasing English learners' aware-
ness of the many interactional and behavioral norms often present in a multicultural classroom. In the programme,
English was seen as an explorative mechanism. The learners undertaking the course were encouraged to make
choices about the discourse style they would use when speaking English in different contexts. At the same time,
there was an emphasis on the learners' becoming aware of the choices that other learners from different back-
grounds might make. In this way, I hoped that their understanding and use of English would be global in nature,
moulded by Kachru's (1985) Outer Circle and Expanding Circle Englishes rather than by a nativespeaking norm.

The programme focused on the learners' choice of which language behaviours to use in a given situation. This
element of choice is important given the debate surrounding which norms should drive a global English.  Because
of the diversity of discourse style and the misunderstanding that they may create, there can be no single set of
norms.  Enabling learners to make context- specific choices would, therefore, appear to be a more viable approach
for teachers in a multicultural classroom.

Learners had choices available to them because of the programme's emphasis on raising awareness of a
multiplicity of discourse behaviours or practices.  As a matter of fact, the key to intercultural sensitivity is an
acknowledgement of difference.  If learners interact with people from other cultures while assuming commonality
of social and linguistic behaviours, the interaction is unlikely to be successful.  If, however, learners start with
some expectation of difference and some experience of how that difference might be embodied in talk, the English
they use will presumably become a more tolerant and, therefore, intercultural channel of communication. The
pragmatic features of language provide a key to this exploration of differing norms. The pragmatics chosen for the
programme was not interlanguage pragmatics that judges learners by their movement towards target language
norms, but the cross-cultural pragmatics that involved increasing awareness of the multiplicity of norms of the
many others with whom a learner is likely to interact.

The course revolved around the use of English by culturally diverse members of the class.  The emphasis was
embodied in much of the task design itself, so that learners were constantly asked to observe, analyze and provide
feedback on the linguistic behaviours of other learners in relation to themselves.  In this way, the learners became
the language models.  As a consequence, the English modelled was not the norm-driven variety spoken only by
Indian speech community but a global version created in and by a multicultural classroom.

The programme took place at a private educational institution in Delhi, India.  With approximately 350 learn-
ers, the school had learners from Brazil, Russia, Japan, Korea, Thailand, Nepal, besides India.  Learners generally
ranged in age from 17 to 20. The classes on the offer were, in the main, general intensive English classes. In
addition to the weekly syllabus, each learner in these classes chose an option class one day a week that was
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intended to provide additional opportunities to extend language use in ways that were of interest to the learners and
that may not have been pursued in regular classes.  Option classes took a variety of forms: small group projects,
examination of different thematic or textual materials, or development of specific skills such as pronunciation or
listening.  One such option class was the programme I delivered - Real Life Situations and Negotiations, adver-
tised simply as a class that would facilitate the learners' ability to express themselves in problematic situation.

Eight learners chose to take the programme.  The learners' speaking ability varied considerably because in the
determination of proficiency levels, spoken proficiency often did not play a role, as a speaking test was optional,
unlike compulsory tests on reading, writing, listening and English usage or grammar.

Table 1. Learner Profiles

Learner Nationalisty L1 Sex Age Class

Haritam Japanese Japanese F 17 12th Standard

Baman Japanese Japanese M 17 12th Standard

David Korean Korean M 18 12th Standard

George Brazilian Portuguese M 16 12th Standard

Moni Russian Russian F 19 12th Standard

Maheep Nepalese Nepalese M 20 12th Standard

Chadish Thai Thai M 20 12th Standard

Rashmi Indian Hindi F 18 12th Standard

Learners gave a variety of reasons for undertaking the course, but three broad areas emerged from the brief
comments on the forms they completed on enrollment, comments made to me during the programme and the
interviews following the course.

First, learners expressed a broad interest in improving their speaking.  This interest appeared to embody a
desire to be able to express themselves with greater ease and in a manner more representative of their personality.
They reported that they had found themselves panicking in certain situation and not knowing what to say, that they
felt their English lacked subtlety in comparison with their L1 use, that they did not have strategies with which to
approach certain situations, and that they were fearful of speaking on certain occasion due to a lack of confidence.

The second reason for taking the course was a desire to be able to participate in more authentic interactions
with the broader community.  They expected to do this in what they appeared to believe was real or nativelike
English:

I want to understand what people talking to me.

(Haritam, Japanese, needs analysis)

Can't I become a native speaker? I wish to speak like a native speaker.

(Maheep, Nepalese, needs analysis)

Because I hesitate when I talk to the native speakers.

(David, Korean, needs analysis)

I want to know the varied ways people speak English.

(Rashmi, Indian, needs analysis)

Finally, two learners listed the benefit to their career as their major reason for joining the course.

The programme ran one day a week over four weeks. It involved both in-class and out-of-class tasks, and
required learners to analyze their own discourse practices, those of other learners, and those of the speech commu-
nity in which they were living at that time.

At the heart of the programme lay a series of workplace based negotiation role plays featuring a clear conflict
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of interest and an imbalance of power between the two negotiating parties. These scenarios were developed in a
deliberate departure from traditional texts, which model and practice talk as if it is always unproblematic and
conflict free in the outside world.  These negotiation role plays were videotaped before, during, and following the
course.  The first negotiation formed the basis for the work done during the course. Following each negotiation and
every class, learners recorded their views of that learning experience and their evaluation of their own negotiation
in a diary.  Following their first negotiating experience, they identified what they wanted to learn and how to do by
identifying the problems that had arisen for them during the talk. These problems can be summarized as follows:

· Forgetting their own perspective

· Losing control over the agenda

· Dif ficulty in finding the right words to explain their position

· Being unable to listen to the interlocutor because of a focus on their own argument

· Dif ficulty in understanding the vocabulary used by the interlocutor

· Always expecting more direction from the boss

· Expecting that the boss would behave in an authoritarian way

· Always feeling defensive

Each lesson within the programme then pursued a particular linguistic or paralinguistic theme related to
conflict management negotiation as a linguistic text.  These classes were aimed at raising learners' awareness of
how their discourse practices differed from those of other learners and those of native English speakers.  In mixed
language groups, the learners recorded the types of language and arguments they would put forward should such a
scenario be undertaken in their own culture and language, and watched a video of two native speakers of English
undertaking the same negotiation for comparative purpose.  This revealed intercultural differences in such areas
as:

· how the talk might be opened and closed

· how topics were initiated

· how any hostility encountered might be managed

· how these actions would be achieved via morphosyntax and lexis, with one learner saying "The strange
thing is empathizing with manager's position. 'I don't think in Japan, I say to my boss, 'I understand you
are under pressure'".

Indeed, the Japanese learners expressed doubts that a meeting in which a subordinate challenged a superordinate
would even take place in their culture.

Additionally, the roles of pitch, intonation and pace in politeness were covered briefly.  Examples of how two
identical utterances could produce different meanings were supplied.

The second day of the course was aimed primarily at facilitating learners' awareness of how sincerity, polite-
ness and a variety of emotions are conveyed in their own culture. We then discussed how this might differ from the
expression of the same emotion in the cultures of other class members and in India.

This exploration took place through a series of small-group guessing games in which learners had to guess
what emotion was being expressed, and record exactly what the nominated learner was doing with his or her eyes,
face and voice.  One learner discovered that he did not know how to manipulate his facial muscles to produce a
frown.  He said "the most useful things I learnt today is expressions about my face, my face always smiles but in
English I'm to make serious face, it difference from my culture" (Chadish, Thai, Diary entry). Chadish's experi-
mentation with his face created intense discussion among the learners regarding the acceptability or otherwise of
displaying emotion, something that appears to differ greatly across cultures. The Russian learner Moni commented:

Interviewer: So you're saying that it's acceptable to shout? If you are angry, it's okay to shout?

Yeah, it's okay.  May be it's not okay but everyone do it, just and ...
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Interviewer: So it has been very different from you [during this course?]

The facial expression tasks were followed by an exploration of indirectness and politeness strategies. The
learners compared negative and positive politeness strategies.  Interestingly although the use of politeness strate-
gies is said to differ greatly across cultures, the learners generally appeared to see this part of the class as an
opportunity to bring their English more into line with their L1 usage rather than as an area of great cultural
difference.

Following their experimentation with face and voice, I set learners an out-of-class diary task.  This was
primarily aimed at comparing their own discourse norms with those publicly on display in the surrounding com-
munity.  This task, reproduced here is followed by some cultural comparison learners made after the activity.

Listen for two people talking (in a train, bus, pub, your home stay) Wait until one person is doing most of the
talking and answer these questions:

1. What emotion is the person conveying?

2. What is his or her face/voice doing?

3. How is the second person responding? Voice? Face? Words?

4. How is watching these people talk different from watching people talk in your country?

Most of the people on the train are contacting eyes when they are talking.  In Korea we don't contact all the
time.  It means very rude and sometimes looks impudent manner.

On the third day of the programme, the learners undertook a negotiation role play in which they watched and
were required to comment on the best aspects of each other's performances.  As well as reportedly increasing
learners' confidence, the activity appeared to mark a crucial turning point for the learners.  From having previously
relied on native-speaking models by their textbooks, teachers and other contacts, learners began to look to each
other for language usage models.

I didn't use body language but I can use it now. (Moni, Russian, Diary entry)

The most useful thing I learnt today was how to make flattering face.  I want to do the same.

(Baman, Japanese, Diary entry)

On the last day of the course, the learners and I explored ways in which power and authority are conveyed
through body motion and the use of space.  Had there been time, a fuller exploration of proxemics, particularly in
the area of furniture and its use, might have brought to light greater cultural differences.  Finally, we also examined
the use of facial expression and intonation rather than lexis or syntax in expressing agreement and disagreement,
so crucial when negotiating.   This is possibly the area in which I was most guilty of prescribing a native speaking
norm.  I found it difficult to teach this aspect of communication in any other way, because the way learners are
taught to agree and disagree textbook style would appear to be unrepresentative of any culture's language usage.
For example, whether an expression such as OK indicates acceptance or rejection of the preceding utterance is
dependent entirely on the pitch changes used to produce it.  In brief, the experiment proved that lexis does not
work in isolation but requires sociolinguistic, paralinguistic and extra-linguistic interpretation.

The programme made use of the resource-rich environment of a multicultural classroom to teach a global or
intercultural conception of English.  It provided learners with immediate access to a number of the varieties of the
language that they may interact with in the future.  It raised their awareness of the many pragmatic elements that
combine to make meaning as well as inhibit communication.  In addition, with some knowledge of the effect their
own discourse style may have on others, and of how the interactional behaviour of others may affect them, suc-
cessful intercultural communication is more likely than if learners were simply left to talk, unaware of the enor-
mous cultural implications of such an act.  During the programme, English sociolinguistic practices were explored
critically and compared with those of the learners in the classroom with a view to increasing the range of linguistic
behaviours available to learners in a variety of contexts.  Similar misunderstandings were generated and later
overcome.  Similar, too, were the cries of astonishment from learners as they encountered the strange and interest-
ing cultural and sociolinguistic practices of other learners.

Dr. S.K. Agrawal
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Intr oduction:

While it is doubtless that Grammar is the glue that sticks words together to make a meaningful sentence,
weaving/crafting words for teaching/training happens to be the binding thread of English language teaching. It is
not the jargon or verbosity that connects people but appropriate usage of collocations is the essence of effective
teaching/training. Presentation of ideas accurately in simple intelligible language customized/need based according
to the requirements of the target group is what makes a teaching/training session enlightening and enriching.

For instance, in reading comprehension unless one cannot decode the meaning successfully the content will
not be clearly understood. Similarly, the keywords or the passive vocabulary used in magazines, journals, newspa-
pers etc., without the word power cannot be understood. Using the contextual vocabulary in the write-ups or as
teaching aids becomes very difficult. Falling short of vocabulary, searching for the  right word in the right place,
making use of fillers (Ah., you know, mm,) most of the time sends negative signals into the target group and
creates boredom, degrades the trainer’s image and the fulfilling the objectives remains unsuccessful.

Why word power?

3 different types of word power:

a) The words which are actively used in our day-to-day affairs, correspondence, dialogues (Active vocabulary)

b) Words that we come upon in books, speeches where the meaning is intuitively guessed by the context,
situation but hesitate while using them.

c) Words that are not familiar, difficult to understand and even practical usage is clueless. (Passive vocabulary)

We are judged by our words

Every time we speak to someone they are trying to figure out how competent (enough skill/knowledge)
successful and smart we are.

Research shows that people are more likely to be judged as competent and smart when they speak with a good
vocabulary.

The inseparable language and thought

We need words to think and to think we need words.  Is it possible to come up with a solution to a problem
without thinking in words? The answer to this question is a big no. It’s just impossible. Language is the tool our
minds use to think, plan, solve problems, and succeed.

Hence it emphasizes that more word power gives liberty to our mind to think in various ways regarding
different things and different tools to take decisions and solve problems. Hence effective word power enables to
think in various ways to make different decisions and solve problems. Better vocabulary literally aids our ability to
think.

To prove our logic or argument we need to have very strong vocabulary especially in the areas of teaching and
training. To convince, impress, influence or impact word power is indispensable.  
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Word power conveys the teaching ideas, views and opinions clearly and accurately. Enhances overall
communication, regular reading becomes effortless, makes us stand out from the crowd held in higher esteem and
regard.

How to master this word power?

Vocabulary is multifaceted. A learner’s lack of existing vocabulary knowledge acts as an impediment. One of
the quickest ways to increase the vocabulary is to build on existing knowledge. This could refer to background
information or understanding familiar parts of a word (such as a prefix or suffix). The problem arises when the
learner has no existing knowledge. It makes it even more difficult. We also need to gain repeated exposure to the
specific/particular word. Word power building requires numerous exposures in both written and verbal environment.
Getting to know the origin of a word and its related words, synonyms and antonyms also help in developing word
power. For instance the meaning of lexis is all the words and phrases of a particular language, lexicon is dictionary,
lexicography is compiling a dictionary and lexicographer is one who compiles a dictionary. Idioms and phrases,
adages, dictums will be very handy and illumine the context in an interesting and humorous way. Cracking cross
word puzzles in daily newspapers, magazines and journals will be equally educating and exploring. Though the
knowledge of grammar is very competent of an individual word power is the artillery for a trainer/teacher.

Expose Yourself:

One of the effective strategies for building word power would be to place ourselves in that  environment
where there is excessive usage. This is particularly the case with regard to receptive vocabulary – that is, vocabu-
lary related to listening and reading. For example, if we are in a meeting, and listening or reading a report, we need
a high level of receptive vocabulary to fully comprehend specialized vocabulary.

Enrich word power while reading:

Reading might be tedious at first but it should be made into a habit. We can try to read everything we get our
hands on. Reading transforms the structuring of sentences in spoken and written communication. Patience plays
vital role. Nothing great was ever accomplished overnight. A love for reading has to be developed. Looking at
reading as a chore is not enough. People with impressive vocabulary are wide/voracious readers who look at
reading as being fun or recreational. To know the word Synonyms, comparisions, and clues would help to know
the meanings of the keywords in a given reading item.

Dif ferent encounters:

‘Make contact’ with a new word. Sometimes passive vocabulary will be hardly used in future, and so hardly
worth learning. Usage of words which people may not understand. Hence, for the language learner this passive
vocabulary may be of limited value. Words that are both useful and understandable are the most important category
of the word power. These are the words that the word power should be made of. This vocabulary should be hunted,
understood, sentences should be framed with the relevant words in regular correspondence and this word bank
should become a permanent part of our literary life. Websites will send a certain number of words a day if signed
up with them. This assures a steady number of words appearing in the email address every day, without even
having to look for them. Another easy way is to skim through a Dictionary. The process need not be done even
systematically. Randomly getting into one of the pages of the Dictionary and trying to acquire the nuances of the
new words would help in developing the semantic knowledge (word power). In order to expand vocabulary a
certain target need to be set.  For example, two words a day. Of course, with time this number can be further
increased. Maintaining a notebook (or a special file in the laptop) to write down the unfamiliar words heard or read
in the course of a day. The new words that we come across in conversations with family, friends, superiors and
colleagues, in TV programs, radio, newspapers, textbooks, comics, novels should not be ignored. Let us not lose
the sight of the fact that expanding vocabulary is a lifelong process. Here are more than six hundred thousand
words in the English language. Since English language borrows words from the foreign languages like Greek,
German and Hebrew updating the word power is an ongoing, never ending and everlasting process in the life of a
English language teacher/trainer.

These are some of the tips and techniques in developing a comprehensive vocabulary for use in English
language teaching.

Word Power in English Language Teaching
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How do second language learners acquire vocabulary? This question raises other issues related to teaching
vocabulary in English such as - What are the factors that affect vocabulary acquisition? How can we develop a
variety of techniques for teaching meaning? What strategies and activities can be taken up to teach vocabulary?

These questions arise since there has been a neglect of vocabulary teaching and learning owing to the pre-
sumption that learners will learn it by themselves. Though vocabulary development in mother tongue happens
quite naturally since the child is surrounded with innumerable words at home, learning vocabulary at school for
second language needs natural contexts so that the learners understand how words are being used. When a new
word is discovered by learners in their texts or in real-life, they find it difficult to understand its meaning pronun-
ciation or usage. This is because new words are like strangers and unless they are properly introduced learners may
not learn new words.

Vocabulary should be introduced through contexts that will enable them to remember both the word and its
usage/context. If words are presented as isolated elements, they are quickly forgotten. Isolated words do not present
a linguistic reality, as the meaning of the word in most cases is defined by the context.
Active and Passive Vocabulary:

Knowing or merely recognizing a word is passive vocabulary. We recognize the words but don't use them
when speaking and writing. On the other hand the ability to retrieve a word from memory and use it automatically
in context is active vocabulary. Consistent exposure to new words helps in building active vocabulary. Active
vocabulary includes words which users/learners understand while listening and reading and also use when speak-
ing and writing.
Learning a word

Vocabulary includes single words, parts of words, compound words, fixed phrases and idiomatic
expressions (e.g., at first sight, at once, at a low ebb). We broadly consider four aspects while analyzing language:
i. Form

- how it is spelled
- its root form, and which new words can be formed by adding an affix/suffix

ii. Grammatical category
- noun, verb, adjective, etc - syntactic behaviour

iii. Meaning(s)
- denotative meaning/core meaning, etc - connotative meaning
- how, where and when it is used - associations it forms

iv. Pronunciation
- syllables, stress and intonation
When teaching learners new words, besides the above aspects factors such as frequency, language awareness,

pronunciation and contextualization should be taken into account as well. Vocabulary acquisition entails develop-
ing activities based on these.
Frequency

Frequency refers to words that learners encounter frequently and become part of their repertoire. As discussed
above, this comprises the basis of a core-vocabulary or active vocabulary. Inputs can become intake when learners
are exposed to a wide range of words and their usage in a variety of situations.  A study by Kachru titled 'Report on
an investigation into the teaching of vocabulary in the first year of English' (1962) revealed that “most learners
knew words that appeared more than seven times, but they did not know half of the words that appeared only once
or twice.”
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Language Awareness
Language Awareness comprises knowledge of appropriate usage of words in terms of context or setting.

Formal and informal occasions necessitate different kinds of expressions and words. Also, there are register spe-
cific terms which may be particular to a certain profession. For example, Chefs use ingredients and not items while
cooking. Social events may also require active selection of words on the part of the learner and hence teachers
should try and provide learners exposure to a variety of words well beyond textbooks.
Contextualization

When words are taught in isolation learners are unable to remember them for long. Since meanings of words
are defined partly by context, isolated terms convey incomplete ideas.  Involving the learners is also a challenge
when they are not presented with the complete linguistic message. Exposing learners to a variety of texts will
enable learners to make reasonable estimates about the usage of the word. Different activities / games can also be
taken up in the classroom by the teacher to build upon existing vocabulary of the learners so that they become
familiar with new words. This can be done using demonstrations such as actions, gestures, mime etc; showing
pictures, visuals or objects and using the word in a sentence.

Pronunciation: An integral part of vocabulary building, controlled practice of pronouncing words will give
confidence to learners about the form. Inputs on syllable stress can prove to be useful for the learners. For example:
Compound as a noun (plot of land) and as an adjective (to increase or multiply), etc.

In order to convert passive vocabulary into active vocabulary learners need to practice and recycle the words.
This can be done through games, quizzes, crosswords, watching games, word webs, puzzles etc. Consequentially,
they will start using these words in real life situations as well.

Some strategies for teaching of vocabulary are discussed below. These may not be exhaustive but are fairly
broad ranging and inclusive. Namely,
i. Grouping words into topics helps develop knowledge and information. Topic based words lead to new mean-

ings associated with words that learners may have already learned. For example, words associated with the
word, 'cat' can be 'mammal', 'pet', 'animal' etc. Similarly, concept based activities also lead to vocabulary
building. For example, 'hear' can have different verbs such as listen, eavesdrop or pay attention based on the
context.

ii. Practice of root forms and derivations like sympathy, sympathetic, sympathise.
iii. Forming new words using suffixes or prefixes. For example: enter + (ance) = entrance,  (ill) + logical =

illogical
iv. Paradigmatic relations such as antonyms, synonyms and hyponyms. For example, opposites can be direct

opposites (king X queen) or be formed by adding appropriate prefixes (moral X immoral). Certain words have
different opposites in different contexts. For example: Soft water will become hard water but a soft sound will
become a loud sound.  Synonyms too need to be chosen as per situation or context. For example, after a formal
meal, while complimenting the hosts 'delicious' would be more appropriate than 'yummy' or 'tasty'.  Hyponymy
on the other hand conveys the relationship among words. For example: CPU, mouse and monitor are all parts
of a computer.

v. Word webs and topic approach: Words related to 'a' topic/area can help build vocabulary. Learners may refer to the
subject texts they are reading and add new words as they discover and learn them. For example:

i. Collocation: The meaning of words also depends on a sense of the relation that exists among words. We often
combine words in certain ways e.g. noun / verb + adjective or verb + noun to get a new word. These are known as
collocations, some examples include; heavy rain, close friend, hard worker, collecting coins, making noise, having
fun etc.

ii. Clarifying the concept: Giving the learners a sentence and asking conceptual questions in order to make them
comprehend the use of a new word. For example: She cooked a wonderful meal.
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Is wonderful a positive or negative term?(positive)
Here, ‘wonderful’ is used as an _________ (adjective)
Was her effort successful?                              (yes)
Do you think people enjoyed the meal?         (yes); etc

iii. Metacognitive: An important step towards building vocabulary is to encourage learners to record new words
under heads such as ‘Words I like’ in word cards, word charts, list form.  These indirectly help learners
remember new words.

iv. Use of dictionaries: The use of dictionary as a classroom resource is increasingly being recognized by English
language teaching professionals. The use of monolingual or bilingual dictionaries provides information about
the usage of a given word in different contexts, parts of speech, any prefix or suffix that can be used with that
word, pronunciation etc. Dictionary reading activities are included in the textbooks

v. Translation also helps in building vocabulary and with the help of a bilingual dictionary learners can be
introduced to contexts which can further help them use these words in various situations. As a whole class
activity, recording, writing new words in a class dictionary or card prepared by students will ensure maximum
involvement. Needless to say that developing good reading habits among the learners is imperative for increasing
the storehouse of vocabulary.

vi. Online resources such as www.wordle.net and multimedia inputs can also help in engaging learners through
creative activities including colour associations, songs and videos. These encourage affective as well as
intellectual involvement by learners in vocabulary building. These activities when conducted as pair work and
group work will also encourage students to work and learn cooperatively.

www.wordle.net
In conclusion

According to J Newton, “Vocabulary knowledge enhances language use, language use increases vocabulary
knowledge.” Thus, the importance of teaching vocabulary in an English Language Class is immense. It is important
that new words are presented in an engaging manner while keeping in mind the existing language ability of the
learners. There are many tools and strategies at the disposal of teachers which can be adopted and adapted to suit
her/his class.
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Second Language Vocabulary Acquisition : A  Challenge
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The word ‘Vocabulary’ has originated from medieval Latin word ‘Vocabularious’. The place of vocabulary
learning and teaching can never be underestimated. During recent years an urgent need has been felt for an increased
emphasis on vocabulary learning. “Vocabulary knowledge is one of the language skills crucial for fluent language
use (Nation 1993)……Ellis (1997) argues that vocabulary knowledge is a predicator of learners’ discourse
comprehension, which allows grammatical rules to be patterned in the learners’ mind. Having inadequate vocabulary
hampers learners’ reading comprehension in a way that makes it more likely the learners will face difficulties in the
path of  academic achievement. As such, vocabulary learning and teaching is a central activity.” (cf. Badriya Al
Farsi, “Morphological Awareness and its Relationship to Vocabulary knowledge and Morphological complexity
among Omani EFL University students”,2008).

This urgency of the issue has attracted researchers to research in this field. Moreover this has given rise to two
questions i.e. ‘what’ vocabulary should be taught and ‘how’ the new vocabulary should be taught?

To decide ‘what’ is new vocabulary item for the learner is really a challenging task. For this teacher has to make
sure whether the meaning of the vocabulary item is known to the learner or not. If the learner does not know the
meaning of the vocabulary item then the teacher may use various techniques to teach new vocabulary item.

When we talk about techniques to teach vocabulary items we can say vocabulary can be taught and learnt both
explicitly and implicitly. The distinction between explicit learning and implicit learning has also been an area of
research. We must know the difference between the terms of ‘Explicit’ and ‘Implicit’. In ‘Implicit’  learning learner
acquires knowledge naturally and without conscious effort. Whereas in ‘Explicit’ learning learner makes conscious
effort. But it is difficult to say which is the best technique.

“The consensus seems to be a compromise between explicit and implicit lexical instruction. The former
would be implemented via activities such as the study of decontextualized lexis, the use of dictionaries, or inferring
meaning from contexts(Hunt & Beglar,2005),whereas implicit instruction would involve engaging students in
language use activities, particularly reading and listening (but see Manchon et al., this volume for the vocabulary
learning potential of writing). This consensus is summarized by Nation (2005:585) in his assertion that “every
course should involve some deliberate attention to vocabulary as well as opportunities to meet the words in meaning-
focused use”.”(cf. Aquilino Sanchez and Rosa M. Manchon. “Research on second language vocabulary Acquisition
and Learning: An Introduction” International Journal of English studies, vol.7.(2).2007.)
Simple techniques to teach / learn new vocabulary
1. New vocabulary may be glossed below the reading text.
2. Learner may be motivated to use dictionary.
3. By giving synonyms and antonyms.
4. By describing word in easy language.
5. Translating the new vocabulary in native language (if necessary).
6. By making the task interesting as ‘match the word with its meaning’.
7. In lower classes showing pictures with new vocabulary.
8. Pre-teaching new vocabulary.
9. Students may be motivated to guess the meaning of the word contextually.
10. Students should be motivated for extensive reading.
11. Using mnemonic technique.
12. Word cards may be used in the class.
13. Communicative Language teaching methodology may enhance vocabulary acquisition.
14. Learner’s autonomy should be encouraged.

In fact the list does not stop here. Vocabulary teaching / learning techniques contribute in different ways. The
outcome depends on how the learner / teacher combine different techniques. Teacher should motivate the learner
to use the new vocabulary items in different contexts so that the learner may feel confident of using the new
vocabulary items.
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INTRODUCTION:

ROLEPLAYING is a process through which we participate in life’s experiences by placing ourselves in
another’s shoes and sharing the world through another’s eyes. The process is powerful and exciting. As a teaching
technique, it can be used with all age levels and in most areas of the curriculum. It is most effective when dealing
with topics and issues that involve the emotions, controversies, and problem solving situations.
The experience of role playing puts one in touch with the feelings of others. Fosters empathy and generates confidence
for dealing with conflicts.
Role playing is both a process and a set of skills. The process involves one’s intellect, emotions and physical being.
The skills involve the ability to play many roles and to listen to and react to others.
Role-Playing is an Excellent Exercise for:

• Analyzing problems
• Developing teamwork i.e help build teams, develop employee motivation
• Enhancing business projects, giving specific business outputs and organizational benefits
• Necessitating cooperation, and  to inculcate creative problem solving behaviour
• For improving listening skills, communications

DEFINITION OF  ROLE PLAY: Role play is defined as an experience around a specific situation
which contains two or more different viewpoints/ perspectives. The situation is usually written as a prepared brief
and the different perspectives on the same situation are handed out to the different people who come together to
discuss the situation. Each person will have a particular objective, or objectives they want to fulfill which may well
be in conflict with their fellow role player(s).
It is how each role player handles the given situation that forms the basis of skills practice, assessment and devel-
opment. The situations will be realistic and relevant to the role players and the most successful ones will be
focused on developing a particular skill.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF  ROLE PLAYS: Role plays will help you design and use games ,exercises
for training sessions, meetings, workshops, seminars or conferences, for adults, young people and children, in
work, education or for clubs and social activities. When using any role playing games or activities which might
disturb or upset people, take extra care while working with younger people and children always ensure that you
exercise caution and sensitivity.

ROLE PLAYING AS AN INSTRUCTIONAL  STRATEGY: Of all the instructional strategies avail-
able to teachers role playing is the least method. Why is it most used frequently? One reason is the very power it
possesses. Students often project themselves whole-heartedly into role play and it becomes quite intense. It can be
a high risk instructional strategy for both students and teachers. Unlike typical school work assignment, role play
exposes the student to possible criticism or ridicule by his peers. For the teacher who must demonstrate role play
techniques and act before the class can be embarrassing.
A role playing scene can often involve behavior and emotions such as anger. If one shares an emotions , it is high
risk. After all, people have been taught showing emotion is a sign of weakness. However, once students become
accustomed to role play, its risks are minimized and they will eagerly participate in it.
HOW TO TEACH USING ROLE-PLAYING: Role-playing exercises can be hard work for the instructor, in
terms of preparation and execution, but the work tends to pay off in terms of student motivation and accom-
plishment. This technique  involves the following steps for effective teaching :

1. Define Objectives
2. Choose Context & Roles
3. Introducing the Exercise
4. Student Preparation/Research
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5. The Role-Play
6. Concluding Discussion
7. Assessment

Define Objectives
The details of what you need to do depend entirely on why you want to include role-playing exercises in your
course.

• What topics do you want the exercise to cover?
• How much time do you and your class have to work on it?
• What do you expect of your students: research, reports, presentations?
• Do you want the students role-playing separately or together?
• Do you want to include a challenge or conflict element?

Choose Context & Roles
In order to prepare for the exercise:

• Decide on a problem related to the chosen topic(s) of study and a setting for the characters. It is a good
idea to make the setting realistic, but not necessarily real. Consider choosing and adapting material that
other instructors have prepared.

• For problems and settings with lots of detail, have a look at examples
• If the characters(s) used in the exercise are people, define his or her goals and what happens if the

character does not achieve them.
• You should work out each characters’ background information on the problem or, better yet, directions

on how to collect it through research. If possible, prepare maps / data for your students to interpret as part
of their background information rather than the conclusions.

Intr oducing the Exercise
Engage the students in the scenario by describing the setting and the problem.

• Provide them with the information you have already prepared about their character(s): the goals and
background information. It needs to be clear to the student how committed a character is to his/her goals
and why.

• Determine how many of your students have done role-playing before and explain how it will work for
this exercise.

• Outline your expectations of them as you would for any assignment and stress what you expect them to
learn in this lesson.

• If there is an inquiry element, suggest a general strategy for research/problem solving.
Student Preparation/Research
Even without the task being assigned, students will need a few moments to look over their characters and get into
their roles for the exercise. There may also be additional questions:

• Why they are doing this in character? Why did you decide to make this a role-playing exercise?
• Students may have reservations about the character that they have been assigned or about their motives.

It is good for the instructor to find out about these before the actual role-play. It can be very difficult for
a student to begin researching an issue from a perspective very different from their own because even
apparently objective data tends to be reinterpreted as support for pre-existing world-views.
o For instance if you are teaching a science related environmental issues- global issues, many

environmental groups have well-written, carefully researched, and nicely-engineered websites
that will provide arguments as well as information for a student assigned a character to whom
protecting the environment is very important.

§ United Nations Environmental Programme(UNEP)-Homepage
§ WHO-India Homepage
§ Protect the Environment/AudubonIntenational.org

o Similar websites representing the very common viewpoint of the worker, property owner, or
industrialist whose future may be in conflict with environmental interests are hard to find.

• If there is an inquiry component (i.e. student-led research), the students may need help coming up with a
research plan and finding resources.

Role Play for Teaching, Assessment of Learning and Development
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The Role-Play
Depending on the assignment, students could be writing papers or participating in a conference. For a presentation
or interaction, props can liven up the event, but are not worth a lot of effort as they are usually not important to the
educational goals of the project.

• Potential Challenges with Interactive Exercises
Concluding Discussion
Like any inquiry-based exercise, role-playing needs to be followed by a debriefing for the students to define what
they have learned and to reinforce it. This can be handled in reflective essays, or a concluding paragraph at the end
of an individual written assignment, or in a class discussion. The instructor can take this opportunity to ask the
students if they learned the lessons defined before the role-play began.
Assessment
Generally, grades are given for written projects associated with the role-play, but presentations and even involve-
ment in interactive exercises can be graded. Special considerations for grading in role-playing exercises include:

• Playing in-character
o Working to further the character’s goals
o Making statements that reflect the character’s perspective

• In an interactive exercise, being constructive and courteous
• For many assignments, being able to step back and look at the character’s situation and statements from

the student’s own perspective or from another character’s perspective.
EFFECTIVE USE OF ROLE PLAYING IN LEARNING  AND DEVELOPMENT :
Role playing has been around as a learning tool for a long time. Without defining it as such, many of us use role
play as a basic tool of life. Whenever we project into the future in a kind of ‘what if’ scenario we are indulging in
some sort of a role play, we are projecting ourselves into an imaginary situation.  Though we cannot control the
outcome, we can anticipate some or all of the conditions and ‘rehearse’ our performance in order to influence the
outcome.
In a learning environment role play can be a very flexible and effective tool. The tenet ‘I hear and I forget, I see and
I remember, I do and I understand’ is very much applicable here. Role play is often used as a way of making
sense of the theory, of gathering together concepts into a practical experience. And yet, it often goes wrong
because like so many things which are simple on concept, it can become terribly complicated. If used badly in a
training environment the role play tool can be ineffective and sometimes even damaging. The attitude or emotional
state of the people taking part is one of the main adverse factors surrounding role play. To be frank, many people
are nervous, merely at the chance of participating in a role play; at times it is surprising to see some one’s unfortu-
nate role play experiences.
ROLE PLAY BRIEFING  :

• Role playing might become ineffective if people are unclear about what they are supposed to do. The
briefs for all sides of the role play must be unambiguous and totally in alignment with the objectives. Be
clear about the purpose. If you are assessing skills in a certain situation then the brief must reflect this. If
you are assessing or developing behaviour, keep technicalities out of the brief.

• Role playing briefs should possess enough information for both parties to engage in a believable and
relevant conversation, which should be in line with the objectives. Give as much detail as is necessary -
too little.

• Avoid giving people the task of role playing attitudes alone. If you want somebody to role play an angry
customer give them something to be angry about. Behaviour, like acting, is all about specifics A well
written brief will help to keep the role play focused and on track.

• Adequate preparation time may seem obvious, but it is often overlooked in the belief that it is best to get
on with it. People can be encouraged to share what they are trying to achieve with observers, so it
becomes a shared, facilitative exercise .

ROLE PLAY OBSERVATION AND FEEDBACK:
• Allow the other participants to observe the role play and give their comments afterwards. Observers are

tremendously beneficial to the participants’ learning. We get the opportunity to gain from such focused
attention and in so doing we not only have our own response to the role play; we can also benefit from
our fellow role players’ observations, and tutor’s point of view, and the feedback from the observers.
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• For the observers, explain clearly what you want them to look out for. Again this should be in line with
your objectives. The language of feedback is also very important. Feedback should broadly follow SMART
principles (Specific, Measurable, Agreed, Realistic, Time-bound). Role play feedback should describe
specific things that the observer saw and heard, relevant to the exercise and to the person(s) doing the
role playing.

• Role play feedback should not contain subjective judgments or comments based on personal knowledge
or assumptions. Feedback should be meaningful and specific - something that the role player can act on.
Remind participants that the purpose of the role play is for the development of the person or
people doing the role play. Objectivity facilitates learning.

CONCLUSION : Role playing is an important experience learning activity. It is a common teaching tool for social
situations.
The key principles for effective ROLEPLAYING:

• Role plays must be focused;
• the objectives must be clear and understood;
• instructions must be clear and understood;
• feedback needs to be specific, relevant, achievable and given immediately.

Crucial to learning and developing options of behaviour - knowing what works, what doesn’t work, the range of
behaviour available to an individual – is just an opportunity to go back and have another go or several goes at bits
of the role play and/or the whole role play. This flexibility needs judging and managing on each occasion, in order
to offer you a more comfortable experience, and to multiply the learning value. Aside from which, when you plan
and run proper role play sessions, participants will often recall that they actually enjoyed the experience; of which
they forgot it was a role play, and found it the most powerful learning they’ve ever experienced!
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Some Irrefutable Laws of Leadership in a Language Teacher
Though we know it – We miss it

A Good teacher always makes things happen – an inevitable quality of a leader. They make sure to get results. They
can always make a significant impact in classroom and an institution.  Not only are they productive individually,
but they are also able to help the team produce better results through their contributory impact.
Law 1  : Law of influence : Being a teacher is not just holding a teaching position. (“It’s not the position that
makes a real language teacher, but the quality of teacher makes a position.”) The very essence of all power to
influence students lies in getting the class to participate in the learning process.
Law 2 : Law of Process : A teacher must keep learning….there is no limit to areas - skills, emotional strength,
vision, momentum, and timing are all areas that can and should be learned. Teachers are always learners.
Law 3 : Law of Groundwork : Confidence is the base for all effective teaching. Building trust requires competence,
connection and character. There are no shortcuts in teaching – though teaching can be cut short.
Law 4 : Law of Relationship: You must touch the heart of the learner, before you ask s/he to follow. Communi-
cate on the level of emotion first to make a personal relationship with a new language learner.
Law 5: Law of Sacrifice: A language teacher must give up, to going up. Successful teachers must maintain an
attitude of sacrifice to turn around his/her class, faculty and institution. One sacrifice seldom brings success. There
is much difference between sacrifice and help. A nurse helps – but a mother sacrifices.
Law 6 : Law of Direction : The class of a language teacher should know - what to learn, by setting goals of study
plan, through selecting resources - while knowing how to learn with controlled practise of progress record, self
assessment, reflection and revision.
-Saji Thomas, PB No 419, PC 321, Al Tareef, Sultanate of Oman
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The basic idea of Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) is to develop the communicative ability among
the learners. It demands communicative language testing where context or situation is very important since testing
is regarded as an important part of every teaching and learning programme. There are many traditional techniques
which are used to test the language skills of the learners broadly categorized as ‘selection type’ and ‘supply type’
techniques. This paper critically examines the drawbacks of traditional selection type techniques used in Bachelor
of Agricultural Education (BAgEd ) programme  of School of Agriculture and Rural Development (SARD) at
Bangladesh Open University (BOU) and relates them with the existing CLT theory where language is viewed as a
means of communication for the better use of the learners as well as for the teachers. Finally, a few pedagogical
suggestions with examples are given for making the selection type techniques more communicative.
Intr oduction

The development of communicative language teaching/learning from form-based to a meaning-based approach:
the move towards an eclectic approach from a rigid method; the shift from teacher fronted to learner centered
classes are all subsumed under the broad term communicative language teaching (Nagaraj 2000). The basic idea of
CLT is to develop the communicative ability among the learners. It demands communicative language testing
where context/situation is important. There are many techniques and tools which are used to test the language
skills of the learners. Techniques of language testing are the means or methods of eliciting behaviour from candidates
which will tell us about their language abilities.
These techniques are mainly of two types
1. Selection Type: In which the testee has to select the appropriate option from the given alternatives. This

response is fixed or close- ended. For example, multiple choice questions, true and false questions, filling in
the blanks etc.

2. Supply Type: In which the testee has to produce/to formulate his answers. This response is free or open-
ended. For example, essay type questions, short answer type questions, very short answer type questions etc.
This paper deals with ‘techniques of language testing used in BAgEd programme at BOU inter alia selection

type techniques’ .The objective of this paper is to relate the existing traditional techniques with CLT theory.
These traditional techniques are not able to enhance the communicative ability among the learners. So CLT is

the approach which provides the solution to the problems of traditional techniques of language testing.
The present study is based on primary and secondary sources to relate the traditional techniques with the existing
CLT theory where language is viewed ‘as a means of communication’. It analyses the testing techniques of English
of BAgEd programme that are used now a days in Bangladesh Open University and tries to identify the drawbacks
of them and finally they are presented communicatively. More examples are added for better understanding.
Objectives of the Study

The present study attempts to achieve the following specific objectives:
1. To describe the features of communicative language teaching and testing.
2. To describe the selection type techniques of testing  of  BAgEd  programme in relation to CLT.
3. To motivate test designers to use CLT based selection type techniques as language is a vehicle of communication.
4. To provide some suggestions in order to  make the selection type techniques more communicative.
Principles of Communicative Language Teaching and Testing

Language testing is a complex matter. It involves elements from linguistics, from psychometrics, and from
language didactics (Klien- Braley 1981). Several factors have to be taken into account in developing and applying
tests. The purposes of testing are not always the same. The ‘What’ of testing can be quite complex and diverse?
Tests may be compiled by individual teachers, or by professional institutions. Testees exhibit different characteristics
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and, last but not least, decision about individual taken on the basis of test results may be trivial or extremely
important. Why a test is set? What is tested? Who is tested? And When a test is set?are questions which determine
the actual testing procedure and which may lead to different requirements with respect to the quality of a test.

Language testing has a multi disciplinary character. Insights from linguistics, psychometrics and language
pedagogy affect ideas about language testing and it’s implementation. Spolsky (1978C, 1981) distinguishes three
main trends in the area of language testing: the pre scientific or traditional approach, the psychometric-structuralist
or modern approach, and the psycholinguistics- socio-linguistics or post modern approach.

Spolsky (1978c: 217 ff, 1981. 14) calls the traditional approach pre-scientific, because it devotes no attention
to such matters as reliability and objectivity and does not use statistical methods. It is, therefore, better to call them
methods of examining rather than test. Spolsky characterizes this approach as belonging within the way of traditional
thinking: elitist and authoritarian. A justification for the selection of a particular test does not have to be provided
and the testee’s performance is judged by one person, usually by the teacher. The most frequently used techniques
of testing within the traditional approach are translation, essay writing, testing knowledge of grammar, and sometimes
oral tests. Klein Barley (1981) points out that the higher face validity of these types of test still does not prove them
to be truly valid. The subjective character of the assessment makes it difficult to compare results. This raises
doubts about the reliability, and consequently, about the validity of these tests.

In the traditional approach the assumption is that whoever teaches language can also test language. But the
psychometric-structuralist approach changes the notion. This approach provides a place for measurement experts
who can test language. This approach sees ‘testing in away that testing can be objective, precise, reliable and
scientific’ (Spolsky 1978c: 218). The structuralist sentence based view of language fitted in quite well with the
psychometric quest for samples of individual elements to be tested. Klein- Braley 1981) observes in these modern
tests a move away from smaller to larger units, and later also a change in the criteria for assessment. In this
approach students’ responses should not only be linguistically correct, but also situationally appropriate.

Psychometrics is the driving force in the modern approach, but in the post-modern approach the driving force
is linguistic, especially psychometrics and sociolinguistics. J. B. Carroll emphasized as early as 1961 that, in
addition to discrete point tests, integrative tests should be used: tests which are not so much aimed at testing
separate elements but at measuring ‘the total communicative effect of an utterance’. Directly related to
psycholinguistics is the question which plays a central role at this stage, namely language competence. There are
two different views of language competence, namely the divisible competence hypothesis and the unitary competence
hypothesis (Vollmer 1981). The first hypothesis presupposes that within language competence a number of linguistic
and non-linguistic competences can be distinguished. The second hypothesis assumes that there is such a thing as
overall language proficiency, and that this is based on an underlying linguistic competence. This assumption is
made the basis of the fact that integrative tests correlate more highly with various discrete point tests than discrete
point tests do with each other.

Related to sociolinguistics is the interest in communicative competence. Research into variation in language
use has led to the addition of a functional dimension to language testing. Fishman and Cooper (1978) illustrate
with a few examples of contextualized tests that it is necessary to specify the communicative contexts in which the
behaviour to be measured occurs. In addition to a specification of the various language use situations which may
be relevant to the behaviour to be measured, the appropriateness of an utterance within a certain situational context
must be a part of the assessment.

Investigations in all the three approaches of testing suggested by Spolsky reveals the changes in the field of
testing. Now we see testing as it measures total communicative effects instead of testing language items separately
in terms of language use; therefore both communicative language teaching and testing are emphasised.

According to Richards and Rodgers (1995),the communicative language teaching starts from a theory of
‘language as communication’. It pays greater attention to language functions and the ability to communicate then
to grammatical structures.

In CLT the goal of language teaching is to develop what Dell Hymes (1972) referred to as ‘communicative
competence’ rather than what Chomsky calls as ‘linguistic competence’ because Chomsky’s notion of linguistic
competence or grammatical knowledge of language alone is not enough to help us participate effectively in
communicative situations. Here Hymes emphasizes social interaction. The interactional theory or communicative
competence refers to the learners’ ability to use language in a given context appropriately. He pointed out that a
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person who acquires communicative competence possesses both the knowledge and ability to language use.
Main Features of Communicative Language Teaching
1. CLT attends more to meaning of a language.
2. CLT is learner friendly/leaner centered.
3. Contextualization is a basic premise in CLT.
4. Communicative competence is the desired goal (i.e. the ability to use the linguistic system effectively and

appropriately) in CLT.
5. Fluency is the primary goal. Accuracy is judged not in  the abstract but in context.
6. Littlewood (1981) states ‘one of the most characteristic features of CLT is that it pays systematic attention to

functional as well as structural aspects of language’.
7. Communicative teaching asks for communicative testing.

Communicative testing was discussed as early as 1978 (Davies 1978) though grammar continued to be
considered important. Morrow (1979) is his article ‘Communicative language testing: revolution or evolution’?
makes a distinction between communicative competence and communicative performance. Morrow (1979) has
listed seven features of language use that do not seem to be measured by conventional tests.
1. Interaction-Based: Language in actual use is based on interaction not only in oral form but in written form

also.
2. Unpredictability:  One has to encounter unpredictable situations in real life and therefore the processing of

unpredictable data is an important aspect of using language.
3. Context: Context of situation and linguistic context are important for using effective language.
4. Purpose: An obvious feature of communication is that every utterance is made for a purpose. Thus a language

user must be able to recognize why a certain remark has been addressed to him and be able to encode appropriate
utterances to achieve his own purpose.

5. Performance: It is the performance of the person which counts in a communication, not in competence. One
may have the competence to use language but in actual situation may not be able to use it.

6. Authenticity:  A feature of authentic language is that with rare exceptions it is not simplified to take account
of the linguistic level of the addressee. In real life one does not always know what the other person will say,
i.e. the language to be encountered is unknown. Therefore, a candidate should develop the capacity to tackle
the unknown situation.

7. Bahaviour-Based: In communicative context behaviour is important as the success or failure of an interaction
depends on the behavioural outcomes. A test of communication must test what the candidate can actually
achieve through language.
Keeping in view the above characteristics of language in use as communication a test of communicative

ability  may have the following features according to Corroll and Hall (1985).
1. A communicative test must start with definition of purpose and function, i.e. what do the students use a

foreign language for?. It would, therefore, look at the daily activities of a person and systematically record the
things for which he has to use language in his day-to-day work. From this record the content of the test or the
tasks will be generated.

2. The focus of a communicative test is more on appropriacy of languages use rather than on correctness of
form. Appropriacy of a response will be judged in terms of purpose and setting in which it occurs, its contxtual
effectiveness- its communication value and not just the grammatical accuracy of the sentences used.

3. In conventional tests the stress was on objectivity in scoring but newer tests make use of subjective as assessment,
too. Assessment is made by people who know the language and test contexts and can assess the performance
of the candidate according to a given criteria in order to judge how effective a person is in using the language
to achieve specific results. However, there are elements which can objectively score as in reading tests.

4. A communicative test takes into account the specific needs of a defined person or a group. So, such a test is
either job related, education related or related to social survival in a community. It is not a test of general
English as the traditional tests are.

5. As against traditional tests of English which insisted on testing the candidates’ knowledge of the elements of
language through discrete points, the communicative approach is more holistic as the performance of a person
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can be seen in the overall context of communication and not in bits and pieces.
6. Communicative tests stress the using of language in actual performance rather than ‘knowing’ the language

patterns. Thus, a communicative tests shows whether a candidate can perform a set of special activities or not.
7. Finally, the tasks given in a communicative test are authentic in nature and test the four skills of reading,

writing, listening and speaking in an integrated manner rather than separately as has been the practice up to
now.
Most of the exiting patterns fail to ensure these characteristics of language in use as communication. The

implications of this view of language for test of communicative ability are that the test is direct, criterion referenced,
valid and reliable.
General Principles of Communicative Language Testing

Swain(1985) has highlighted four general principles that we found highly relevant when faced the practical
problems of developing communicative test of speaking and writing that could be administered on a large scale,
and which could be sensitive to a wide range of proficiency levels.
The four principles are

1. Start from somewhere 2. Concentrate on Context
3. Bias for best 4. Work for washback.

1. Star t fr om somewhere: The first principle ‘start from somewhere’ is intended to suggest that from both a
theoretical and practical viewpoint, test development should build from existing knowledge and examples.
There is much more at stake in this principle that the somewhat superficial interpretation of simply saving
time and energy. What to be at stake is the graded and systematic growth in our understanding of the nature of
the communicative competence.

2. Concentrate on Context: The second principle refers both to the content of the material used as the basis of
communicative language activities and the tasks used to elicit communicative language behaviours. The content
of the material used on the basis of generating communicative activities, must be sufficient to generate each
component of communicative performance. Similarly the specific tasks must in their entirely provide the
opportunity to use each component of communicative language behaviour. The necessity of the first principle,
start from somewhere, becomes all the more obvious in this context: the ‘somewhere’ provides the framework
which guide material and task development.

3. Bias for Best: The third principle used in guiding the communicative test development is ‘bias for best’. But
this is meant to do everything possible to elicit the learner’s best performance. There is a good reason for this
from the point of view of test interpretation: if the testee does well, then it can be said with some confidence
that the learner can do what is expected of him/her when given the opportunity. However, if the testee does not
do well, then it is not clear whether this occurs because the testee cannot do what is expected, or is prevented
from doing it because of distracting factors, or whatever. In other words it is important to minimize the
measurement technique of the test taker’s performance.

4. Work for  Washback: The fourth and final principle guiding the communicative test construction is to work
for washback. Washback refers to the effect a test has on teaching practices. It has frequently been noted that
teachers will teach to a testee; that is, if they know the content of a test and or the format of a test, they will
teach students accordingly. This is not particularly surprising, given the frequent use made of tests by educational
administrators to form, legitimately or not, judgments of teacher effectiveness. Recognizing that neither the teacher
nor the administrative behaviour is likely to change, it is better to involve teacher in the construction of tests.
Teacher’s involvement in test construction and management ensure adoption of teaching and learning strategies.

Characteristics of Communicative Test:
According to Morrow (1979) a test of communicative ability should have at least the following characteristics:
1. It will be criterion referenced against the operational performance of a set of authentic language tasks. In other

words it will set out to show whether or not the candidate can perform a set of specified activities.
2. It will be crucially concerned to establish its own validity as a measure of these operations it claims to measure.

Thus, content, construct and predictive validity will be important, but concurrent validity with existing tests
will not be necessarily significant.
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3. It will rely on modes of assessment which are not directly quantitative but which are instead qualitative. It
may be possible or necessary to convert these into numerical scores, but the process is an indirect one and
recognized as such.

4. Reliability will be subordinate to face validity. Spurious objectivity will no longer be a prime consideration,
although it is recognized that in certain situations test formats which can be assessed mechanically will be
advantageous. The limitations of such formats will be clearly spelt out.

Merits of Communicative Testing
1. Items would focus on ‘manipulative skills’ (e.g. note-taking) rather than on ‘knowledge’ of vocabulary/sentence

structures/grammatical items.
2. All test items would be conceptualized i.e. the tasks would be based on reading passages provided to students,

in order to ‘assess’ the students’ ‘ability to decode language in a variety of contexts’.
3. Large chunks of unseen reading material would be covered by the student during the test on order to

‘approximate’ the kind of ‘Information processing’ that students are required to do ‘outside the classroom’.
4. Tasks based on reading material, to be covered by the student during the test, would add to the ‘authenticity’’

of the test, since they would rule out memorization.
5. Items would be designed which test the students’ ‘ability to organize’ the available ‘information and present

it in the appropriate format’.
6. Test would be based on patterns practiced in the class, so the testing would form ‘part of the ongoing teaching

activity’.
7. Each test item would include tasks ranging from simple to complex in order to ‘differentiate between minimal/

advanced communicative skills.
8. The test would acknowledge the relative appropriateness of a ‘range of options’ rather than just one correct

response.
9. Each item would cover a whole range of ‘sub skills’ which would form ‘a set of specific criteria for assessment’..
10. The learner would be provided with ‘detailed feedback’ regarding inappropriate use of vocabulary/function/

structure/cohesive device/format etc. apart from information on the appropriate response.
Problems in Communicative Testing

Communicative testing poses, as Morrow (1979) also indicates, a number of problems. There is the problem
of sampling-which type of tasks should be selected-How representative are they? And what predictions can be
made on the basis of performance? Secondly, one might wonder about how far the conditions for actual-real-life
communication are applicable in a test situation. Lastly, there is the problem of assessment. As performance tests
are necessary integrative tests, quantitative assessment procedures are unsuitable and what is needed is qualitative
assessment (Moorow 1979: 151). This type of assessment is less objective, which in turn will affect reliability. One
sometimes finds banded mark schemes used for assessment of levels of proficiency.
Techniques of  LanguageTesting in BAgEd Programme of Bangladesh Open University

Bangladesh Open university(BOU) is the only public institution in the country which provides open and
distance learning throughout Bangladesh. The English courses of BAgEd  programme of this university are based
on CLT which naturally demands communicative Language Testing but it fails to do so. The BAgEd is a degree
level programme run by SARD at BOU.There are two English courses in this programme: (a)English –Oral
Communications and Study Skills (b) English- Reading and Writing Skills. Both courses are offered to the learners
of BAgEd programme in two different semesters. Both  have the same traditional question patterns which lack
communicative competence to know the learner’s performance as follows:
1. Essay type questions which include short questions.
2. Objective type questions which include the following items:

a. True/False questions b. Matching type questions
c. Multiple  choice type questions d. Filling in the blanks
e. Short questions
On the basis of the above discussion it is clear that there are two types of testing techniques are used by the

tester in BAgEd programme  of BOU:
(a) Supply type techniques (essay type questions and Short questions)
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(b) Selection type techniques (true/false questions, matching type questions, multiple choice type questions,
and filling in the blanks).Apart from these, there is another selection type technique i.e. cloze test.

The nature of the techniques will depend upon the objectives of testing, what we need are techniques which:
1. will elicit bahaviour which is a reliable and valid indicator of the ability in which we are interested;
2. will elicit bahaviour which can be reliably scored;
3. are economical of time and effort as possible;
4. will have a beneficial backwash effect.
Discussion of testing tends to deal with techniques as the chief concern, without sufficient thought for the

linguistic problems involved. In this paper our main concern is to discuss the selection type techniques only.
Selection Type Techniques used at BOU

It is the characteristic of selection type test that the testees themselves do not have to formulate answers. The
items which come under this category require the examinees to select the correct or the most appropriate answer
from amongst the suggested answer. The first and foremost feature of these items is that they have one and only
one predetermined correct answer. They are usually referred to as objective type items as they are independent of
marker. All These items are dichotomously scored i.e. one mark is given for correct response and zero (0) mark is
given for an incorrect response.  (Carroll 1980: 35) is of the opinion that close ended tests should only be used on
a limited scale, not only because they do not measure directly but also because of the possibility that they can have
a negative effect on teaching (backwash). The most frequently used selection type techniques are as follows
(Hughs1989 and Harris1969):
True and False Type Questions

A condition for this type of question is that the statement has to be absolutely true or false within the given
context. The items of this test are a few statements based on the teaching material. The testees are asked to say
whether these statements are true or false. They are fixed response or close-ended type of test. True and false type
of test is used to evaluate the learner’s comprehension of the text particularly in the class room testing. The main
disadvantage of the true false item is that there is a 50% chance of guessing and even poor students may score 50%
just by guessing. The system of awarding negative mark for the wrong response will be a check on the learner to
take a chance. It exposes learners to incorrect statements. But it may not be serious drawback, when the test items
are used at the end of a course of study to test whether the learner has understood it or not.  But these items are
quick to construct and to score and provide a fairly reliable measure of students’ comprehension.

An example taken from BAgEd Examination,082 term(July-December 2008) of BAE3205: English- Reading
and Writing Skills of true/false item is given below:
State whether the following statements are true or false; write T or F respectively in the corresponding boxes:

1.  Expand means wide and open area.
2.  A paddy weeder weighs from 5to6 kg
3.  Plants grow out of seeds
The above items are lacking context or situation. So this type of item does not test the learner’s communicative

competence. Moreover the items are not suitable for language testing.
 Matching type questions

In matching type questions there are two columns. The words or statements given in column A are to be
matched with the answers given in column B.
In its simple form, the matching type question has the same number of alternatives as the items so that the choice
of alternatives is widest at the beginning and tapers down to ones only one alternative for the last item. Thus, the
student automatically gets the answer to the last item. To avoid this, master-matching type items can be used in
which the number of alternatives is more than the items. Thus, if there are four/five items in column A, there can
be 6-7 alternatives in column B.

The matching type tests are used to test the learners’ achievement in the content of the teaching material and
also his knowledge of the meaning of vocabulary items and grammar.
An example taken from BAgEd Examination,082 term(July-December 2008) of BAE3205: English- Reading and
Writing Skills of matching type test is given below:
Match the words given in column A with the corresponding word/sentence given in column B:
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A B
1. absorb a) adjoining
2. surrounding b) gather
3. generate c) plants
4. flora d) to produce
5. pick e) soak

f) root
The above example is lacking clue. So it does not test the communicative ability of the learners.

Multiple Choice Type Questions
Multiple choice type questions are the most useful and widely used variety of testing technique to measure the

learner’s performance objectively. With the help of them a wide variety of objectives can be tested in a much
shorter time than those of other forms of questions.

In these questions there is a stem which poses the problem. The stem may be in question from or in the form
of an incomplete sentence. Then there are four or five options or choices given, one of which is the correct answer
or the key and the others are distracters. The examinee has to select or identify the correct answer form the given
alternatives. Directions for the candidates are carefully prepared to instruct them to read the task in the stem and
list of alternatives to select the most appropriate answer.

The scoring in multiple choice items is objective, rapid, reliable and economical.
The main drawback of multiple choice type test is that it tests only recognition knowledge but not communicative

ability of the learner. It facilitates guessing and cheating. It severely restricts what can be tested. They give a
harmful back wash effect.
Examples 1 and 2  taken from BAgEd Examination,082and092 term(July-December 2008and2009) respectively
of BAE3205: English-Reading and Writing Skills of multiple choice type items are given below:
Tick marks the most appropriate option:

1. The Bay of Bengal is ........................ the south of Bangladesh
a. by b. an
c. in c. to

2. Liquid manure may mean
a. just water b. cow dung
c. tea leaves soaked in water d. chemical fertilizer

Filling in the Blanks
These types of questions have the gaps or blanks for the candidates to fill in. Sometimes there are options

given to choose from, then these type of items can be selection type items. But in BAgEd examination of BOU
partial supply type techniques are used since options are not given to choose.

They can be used to test the learner’s knowledge of grammar and the usage of vocabulary items. It also tests
the comprehension of the text particularly in the classroom testing. In it the incomplete statements are given with
the important words or keywords left out. The list of two or three options written in the bracket is also given along
with the statements. The testee is required to select the correct word from the given alternatives in the bracket to
put the missing word or phrase in the blank. The following examples are asked for information by the tester to the
testee only. These do not test the language ability of the learner.
Eexamples taken from BAgEd Examination,092 term(July-December 2009) of BAE3205: English- Reading and
Writing Skills of gap filling exercise:
Fill in the blanks

1. A paddy weeder is used for———.
2. —————  are used for irrigating lands.
Here there is no context. So the prceeding tecniques of testing do not test the communicative ability of the

learner
Drawbacks of the existing selection type items according to CLT Theory

These techniques of testing used in BAgEd programme at BOU do not test the communicative competence
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rather they asses the learner’s ability of memorization that means traditional techniques emphasises rote learning.
They are lacking relevance and authenticity. They are not efficient enough to handle the view that language is a
vehicle of communication.

Language testing is a matter of performance of students. The assumption is that whoever ‘teaches language’
can also ‘test language’, (Spolsky 1978) observes the moment when measurement experts stated to become interested
in language testing by attacking the reliability of traditional examinations as the start of the modern approach. This
approach is mainly characterized by the conviction that testing can be objective, precise, reliable and scientific.
This lead on the one hand, to the development of techniques to make traditional tests more reliable and on the other
hand to the development of the tests with ‘selection type questions’ like multiple choice questions, true/false
questions etc.
In the selection type test, the testee is hemmed in, not only by the constraints of the task, but also by the demand of
the test procedures. In fact most of the characteristics described by Morrow  are, perforce, absent and the testee’s
behaviour is limited to responding without the opportunity to initiate, modify and he may only select from among
those options which the test deviser has put before him. The kind of communication enacted reminds one of a
doctor trying to extract information from a sick person by the method ‘Nod once for yes, twice for no, and three
times for don’t know’.

Generally, the selection type test is only useful for discrete item testing. Thus it tests only the knowledge of the
specific item of the language like listening, speaking, writing, grammar, vocabulary etc. This is one of the main
drawbacks of selection type tests because discrete type items never test the complex inter relationship that enter
into form what we call ‘discourse’. But the communicative language testing does not support this idea of discrete
point testing. The scholars of communicative language testing emphasise integrative test because communicative
test refers to achieve the overall ability of a language since the main purpose of communicative language teaching
is to make students competent in communication.

These types of tests only test the passive knowledge or the recognition of the students. They  work as a poor
indicator of someone’s ability to use language appropriately. The person who can identify the correct response in
these items may not be able to produce correct form when speaking or writing in real life situation or in language
use. For instance, when a vocabulary test is used to make the testee recognize the definitions or synonyms or
antonyms of the words, the context is not always provided by the question. Usually this type of test helps to
recognize the meaning of words. But this knowledge of a learner is not sufficient for using language in different
situations. As language is a means of communication, it should be taught and learnt according to situation, context,
place and time. Both communicative language teaching and testing refer to context. Contextualization is a basic
premise in communicative language teaching and testing.

Selection type techniques have a harmful backwash effect on learning and teaching process. Practice at these
tests (especially when, as happens, as much attention is paid to improve one’s educated guessing as to the content
of the items.) will not usually the best way for student to improve their command over a language. The selection
type techniques are limited to learning outcomes at the verbal level. That is, they measures whether the candidate
knows or understands what to do when confronted with a problem situation rather than how to communicate in
that problem situation. They only provide an indirect measure of communicative performance. They are inappropriate
for measuring the ability to organize and present ideas. Therefore, the learners are unable to communicate in real
life situation by organizing and presenting ideas or by using the language appropriately.
Suggestions for making the selection type techniques more communicative

Communicative view addresses to the importance of the learner and his needs. Hence,the distinction made by
(widdowson 1978) between usage and use is extremely relevant. If the teaching of communication implies, a shift
from teaching the structural aspects of language (usage) to the development of the actual language (use), then it is
absolutely essential to ensure a corresponding shift in our test techniques, so that we assess students’ performance
in terms of the language use in real life situation.
We can modify our existing selection type techniques and make them more communicative i.e. more near to real
life situation on the following basis.

1 . Contextualizing them 2. Using them to test active knowledge
3. Emphasizing the use of  authentic language 4. Focusing on appropriacy i.e. language in use.
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Matching type items
Agrawal (1998) suggests matching type items can be used in a more communicative way. For example, here

is a test of vocabulary through a comprehension passage. The comprehension passage is given and a list of words
is provided at the end. The student is asked to locate the words that mean the same from the passage. This can be
used for testing antonyms also.

Passage taken from BAgEd  programme of BAE3205: English- Reading and Writing Skills, School of Agriculture
and Rural Development, Bangladesh Open University.

“There are two basic parts of a plant: the root system and the shoot system. The main function of the root is to
absorb water and minerals from the soil. The other main function of the root is to hold the plant firmly in the soil.”

1. Pick out the words from the above passage that mean-
a. take in b. to catch

2. Pick out from the above passage the word which is antonym of the word‘loosely’
Another passage taken from Agrawal:
“The tigress sprang at Mr. Chin and knocked him down but he managed to wound it with his knife. Then he

became unconscious. The tigress disappeared. Luckily for Mr. Chin a friend heard the noise of the fight and came
to investigate. He found Mr. Chin lying unconscious.”

1. Pick out the words from the above passage that mean
1. To find out what happend 2. Jumped

2. Pick out form the above passage the word which is antonym of ‘unfortunately’. In the above examples
there is an attempt to make the matching type question more communicative by giving a context along with
questions. Such type of question is more related to language ‘use’ rather than ‘usage’. It is also testing the active
knowledge of learners which is one of the basic features of communicative language testing.
True and False Type question

The true and false type question can also be made communicative by using a comprehension passage. For
example, Here is a test of reading comprehension using the true or false type technique:

Passage taken from BAgEd programme of BAE3205: English- Reading and Writing Skills, School of Agriculture
and Rural Development, Bangladesh Open University.

“Plants grow out of seeds . Seeds remain in a dormant state, if they are kept in a cool and dry condition. But
when they are sown or put in a moist soil, they begin to grow or germinate. However there are certain conditions
for the germination of seeds. First, seeds must be alive. They die when they are dried and kept at a very high
temperature. If only the amount of moisture in the soil is of right level the seeds germinate. The soil can be too dry
or too cold. In either case, seeds will not germinate. The radicle begins to grow downwards. Also the main shoot
comes out from the seed and appears above the surface of the soil.”
i) Read the following statements and put a tick (P) mark in the box after each true statement and a cross (X)

mark after each false statement.(first two questions taken from 082 and 092 terms of BAg Ed examination and
the rest are possible questions)
1. Plants grow out of fruits. 2. The redicle begins to grow upwards.
3. First condition of seeds-they must alive. 4. High temperature is beneficial for seeds

ii) Read the following statements and put a tick (P) mark in the box after each true statement and a cross (X) mark
after each false statement. If the statement is false then identify the correct answer from the above passage.
1. Seeds begin to grow in a moist soil.
2. Seeds are required high temperature.
3. If they are kept in a cool place, they remain in a dormant  condition
4. Plants do not grow out of seeds.

 Another passage taken from Agrawal
“Long ago a shepherded boy named David lived in the country of the Jews. He was the youngest son of his

father and he took care of his fathers sheep. Although David was only a boy, he was strong and fearless. he guarded
his sheep form wild animals of the forest and kept them safe. But David’s quiet life on the hill was coming to an
end. A war broke out between the Jews and Philistines. The strong men in David’s city went to the war. His elder
brother also went to the war but David did not go. He was only a boy and he had to look after the sheep.
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i) Read the following statements and put a tick (P) mark in the box after each true statement and a cross (X)
mark after each false statement.
1 David lived a quiet life on the hill side. 2 He was the only son of his father.
3 He looked after his father’s sheep 4 He was afraid of the wild animals.

ii) Read the following statements and put a tick (P) mark in the box after each true statement and a cross (X)
mark after each false statement. If the statement is false then identify the correct answer from the above
passage.
1 David has two brothers. 2 He looked after his wild animals.
3 He was not big enough to go to war 4 He was a jew.
The answers of the above mentioned questions refer to the active knowledge of the learners. Hence,

communicative language testing is done successfully.
Multiple Choice Type Questions

To make the traditional multiple choice items more communicative we can modify the test item as follows:
For example, here is a type of multiple choice items, in which the test word is presented in a context, and several
meanings are provided from which the testee has to select correct one.

Example taken from BAgEd  programme of BAE3205: English- Reading and Writing Skills, School of
Agriculture and Rural Development, Bangladesh Open University. (questions taken from 092 term of BAgEd
examination2009)

“A power tiller can perform deep ploughing, harrowing, removing deep -rooted weeds, opening new lands
etc.”
1. Here the word ‘harrowing’ means

a. using a machine to break up the soil. b. frightening people.
c. telling ghost stories d. working land.

2. A paddy weeder is used for weeding and it weighs from 5to6 kg. Here a ‘paddy weeder’ is used to weed
a dry rice field. a wet rice field.
a wet jute field a flower garden
In the above items context, situation, or clue is provided by the examiner. It is the most important thing in a

communicative language testing. Context gives the idea to the learners. Without context one can use language but
for effective communication language should be clear, correct, appropriate and contextual.
Jumbled words or sentences

This technique is not used in BAgEd  programme at BOU. However this is presented for the test designer to
make the test communicative.

In this case the passage is given in which either the words or the sentences are shuffled up or jumbled up. The
testee has to rearrange it in the correct order. For example, here the passage from a newspaper is given in order to
make the students familiar to the authentic use of language in communication.
Rearrange the following passage in the correct order

“Seized on Sunday the police narcotics valued crore at Rs 2, including sugar brown morphine and, rocket
launcher besides a and a cache of large AK47 from a bullet shop hardware in Rameshwaram, said police raided the
following the tip of the shop. Hardware shop owner of the arrested has been.” The ability to rearrange the above
mentioned passage directly refers to the communicative ability of the learners.
ii. Rearrange the following Sentence (Here the  first and last parts of the sentence are provided and numbered 1

and 6. The rest of the sentence is split into four parts and named P, O, R and S. These four parts are not given
in their proper order. Read the sentence and find out which of the four combinations is correct. Indicate the
correct answer by placing a (x) alongside the right combination.

I. errors can airs
P. wherever one expression Q. in the use of idioms
R. to another S. is sufficiently close

6. to be confused with it.
(A) QPSR (B) PQRS (C)RPQS (D)SRQP
The ability to rearrange the sentence in the above mentioned example directly refers to the communicative
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ability of the learner.
Filling in the Blanks

In order to make the fill in the blanks more communicative we can make use of incomplete dialogues. The
language functions can be focused this way. For example, here is a telephonic call at the office and its response in
the dialogue form.
Fill in the blanks with the appropriate words given in the bracket:-

Caller: _____ (yes, Hello, Dear), is that the office equipment company. Officer: _______ (yes, Hello, Dear),
can I _______  (help, meet, talk) you? Caller: ________ (Can, Now, please) you tell me if you rent micro-computers?
Officer: Yes we do, but what __________ (make, made, named) want you. Caller: _________ (I’d, I’m I’ve)  like
to hire an IOBM personal computer, can you tell me how _______ (Much, money, many) it cost? Officer: We
_______(have, do, always) rent IMB machines; can you tell me how long you would want it for?
Cloze Test

This test is not used in BAgEd programme at BOU. However it is presented for future use of the test designer
and syllabus designer.

Communicative language teaching and testing both emphasise the context. Contextualization is the basic
premise in communicative language testing. Cloze type test is the best example of contextualized question. In the
cloze passage there is a sufficient context, situation  and clue provided by the tester to the testee. Cloze test fulfills
the requirement of the communicative testing in terms of contextualization.

A standard cloze test is a text in which the first sentence is without any gap and after that in the whole passage
every nth  word has been deleted. The testeee has to try to restore the text by filling in those gaps. In doing so he uses
his linguistic knowledge, textual knowledge and knowledge of the world. It is an economical way of measuring
overall ability in a language.

There are two methods for deleting words: the fixed ratio method, in which every nth word in a passage is
deleted, and the variable ratio method, in which the words to be omitted are selected on the basis of certain
characteristics (e.g. only content words are deleted) unless a test is intended to measure specific aspects, the fixed
ratio method seems preferable.

Cloze tests may be scored in different ways, one could, for example, give more weight to grammaticality or
appropriateness in a context. The strictest type of scoring is the exact word method, which only counts those words
as correct which occurred in the original text. A second method is acceptable word method, which counts every
word which is appropriate in the context as correct. It is clear that the first method is more objective than the
second.
Example of a cloze test

In the following passage some of the words have been left out. Fill in the blanks with the most appropriate
alternatives given in the brackets:-
Passage
‘There are two types of words: Content words and grammatical words.
Grammatical words are _____ (vital, essential, ordinary, extraordinary) signals telling us about the kind of ______
(connection, interconnection, words, sentence) that is to be understood between ______ (flexible, lexical, special,
ordinary) words. It is not that ___ (all, it, they, some) have no meaning, but that they have a ___ (specialty, special,
ordinary, especially) kind of meaning, sometimes __ (called, said, told, uttered) grammatical or structural meaning.’
Conclusion

It is, of course, not always possible to make all the selection type techniques communicative, but it may often
be possible to give them communicative elements.

The basic tenet of English courses used in BAgEd programme is to acquire the skills of communication of
the learner but it fails due to the faulty techniques of testing. So, above modifications of BAgEd examination in
the selection type techniques are the attempts to put communicative approach into practice more and more, where
the functional and communicative potential of language is emphasised and the aim is to develop the learner’s
communicative competence.

Communicative approach is very liberal and it allows anything that is beneficial of the learner to use language
in a given context appropriately.  The present paper critically examines the traditional selection type techniques. It
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also presents the features of communicative language teaching and testing which are required for every teaching
and learning programme. Finally it relates the selection type techniques with existing CLT theory as language is a
means of communication . As a result test takers and test givers  both will be facilitated. If anyone makes a test in
relation to CLT, the test will be contextualised and appropriate. Hence, it fulfils the government’s notion too as the
present curriculum  of secondary level and higher secondary level is based on CLT. Moreover the test designers of
undergraduates of Bangladesh Open University will see the modified techniques of testing useful for themselves.
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Abstract
The present study investigated the impressions and self perceptions of a group of Yemeni trainee teachers

about themselves as writers. A total of 208 Yemeni trainee teachers participated in this study during the second
semester of the academic year 2006/2007. The subjects were asked to react to 38 statements of the Writer Self-
Perception Scale (WSPS) developed by Bottomley et al. (1997/1998). Analysis of the responses received indicates
that the total average of the means for the whole instrument is (3.8) out of  the five- point scale with (76.4%). The
results show that Yemeni trainee-teachers perceive themselves with an average capability to write effectively. On
the other hand, they seem to find it difficult to compare their own writing performance in relation to their peers or
to assess the direct and indirect input about their writing derived from their teachers, classmates and family mem-
bers. The results also indicate that there is no statistically significant difference in the perceptions and views held
by the female and male subjects regarding their writing.
Intr oduction: Teaching/Learning Writing in the Yemeni Context

Though writing is introduced at a very early stage of English language teaching/learning in the Yemeni school
and university curriculum, it remains one of the most difficult skills. Writing, by its nature,  is a cognitive and
social process (Sperling& Freedman, 2001). It is a productive skill which is one of the most difficult and frustrat-
ing subjects to teach particularly in an EFL programme(Al-Buainain, 2006 ;Tarawneh, 2009). It is a difficult task
that requires hard work from both sides: teachers as well as students (Taher& Al-Mekhlafi and Al-Sanhani, 2006).
Students coming to the English Department, Faculty of Education, University of Sana'a have studied guided writ-
ing for at least six years at the preparatory and secondary schools. Then, they study five courses of free writing,
namely: Writing 1-4 and Advanced Writing which focus on a final product and its linguistic features in the final
examination.
The most dominant approach for teaching writing in Yemeni TEFL is the Traditional Writing Instruction which
mainly focuseson the finished product and surface aspects of composition (Naif, 2003). Furthermore, Kharma
(1985) maintains that a major feature of weakness in teaching English as a foreign language in the Arab World, as is the
case in Yemen, is that most of the practice given is limited to language use at the sentence level. He states:

there is no systematic preparation for composition;
naturalness is usually sacrificed for the sake of convenience or practicality; and
guided writing is mainly practised as composition tasks.
The general objective of the writing courses is to develop in the student-teachers writing skills required to

cope with the various communicative needs in their academic studies as well as on their careers later. According to
the Faculty of Education Prospectus 2002/2003, the specific objectives of the courses in writing are to develop  in
learners the following writing skills:
1. Writing short discourse in a simple and correct English language using suggested information and organiza-

tion.
2. Making and using notes and schematic plans.
3. Presenting information briefly, precisely and clearly through writing.
4. Instructuring and organizing ideas insuring cohesion and coherence.
5. Introducing students to different strategies for developing themes such as description and narration, focusing

on audience, purpose and tone, collecting and organizing relevant information and presenting it in a readable
and effective form, adding original comments and observations. In short, Teaching writing in the Yemeni EFL
context can be described as guided-composition at preparatory school  levels and free-composition at univer-
sity levels, with a mixture of both at secondary school levels.
Literature Review:  Recent research in the area of EFL writing has provided us with some insights on the

nature of writing and students' perceptions of themselves as writers. For example, Atari (1998) was interested in
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EFL teachers' perceptions of writing quality categories that represent the levels of accuracy and communicative
efficiency (mechanics, cohesion and coherence). He also examined the relationship between the teachers' percep-
tions of these categories and their actual holistic evaluation of students' essays. His subjects were 19 EFL teachers
of writing at the English Departments at Bethlehem University and Birzeit University in the West Bank. He re-
ported that teachers' comments on students' essays were centered around the correctness level rather than the
meaning level issues. He also indicated that the teachers were confused over the distinction between cohesion and
coherence.
Studies within the Framework of Students' Self Perception of Writing

Studies in the area of students' self perception about their own writing are very scarce. The following studies,
however, are worthy of mention. Rasinski and DeFord (1987) examined the impressions and perceptions elemen-
tary school students hold towards writing and writing instruction. They also questioned whether such perceptions
vary by the kind and nature of instruction that was provided to students. Their subjects were 96 students in grades
three and four in a Midwestern school in the United States. They were asked to respond to questionnaires regarding
their interests and perceptions of writing. The results showed that students in the informal classes seemed to have
an advantage over their counterparts in the traditional classes and they saw writing as an enjoyable and meaningful
activity.

Pollington, Wilcox and Morrison, (2001) used the Writer Self-Perception Scale (Bottomley et al 1997/1998)
to compare the self- perception of writing of intermediate students whose teachers used a traditional approach with
those whose teachers used a writing workshop approach. They found no difference between the scores of students
who had been taught by the two teaching approaches. Their findings suggested that  individual teachers were more
important than approaches in affecting the writer self-perception of students.
Ihmeideh, AL-Basheer and AL-Momani (2008) examined 50 Jordanian trainee teachers' perceptions of teaching
writing in kindergartens and to what extent the cooperating teachers influence the trainee teachers' perceptions.
They collected their data by means of a 31 item questionnaire. They concluded that their subjects were more likely
to be emergent literacy-oriented in their perceptions of teaching writing. They also found that the influence of the
cooperating teachers was insignificant.
Studies within the Framework of Gender Differences

Research findings regarding the role of gender in writing self-perception beliefs are still illusive and contro-
versial as well. Throughout the literature on foreign language learning and teaching, one can find different conclu-
sions in this regard. Some researchers have reported that male students showed stronger writing self-efficacy than
female students in a secondary school sample (Pajares and Johnson, 1996).
On the other hand, others concluded that female students showed higher writing self-efficacy beliefs than male
students across different grade levels. For example, Greene (1999) examined the relationship among self-efficacy
for writing, self-efficacy for academic achievement, final course grades, and gender among first level English
composition classes at the University of Alabama, USA. The researcher found that students who expressed higher
writing efficacy beliefs tended to make higher final grades. He also concluded that female students tended to make
higher final grades than male students. Greene's (1999) findings were also supported by (Pajares and Valiente,
1997;  Pajares et al., 2006 ; Garcia and Fidalgo, 2008). Furthermore, some researchers found that there were no
gender differences in writing self-efficacy across grades (Pajares and Valiente, 1999). These conflicting findings,
as outlined above, make it interesting to collect data on gender differences in the perceptions of Yemeni trainee-
teachers of EFL about their writing.

Pajares and Valiante (1997) examined the influence of writing self-efficacy on the writing performance of 218
elementary students in the United States of America. They found that boys and girls did not differ in performance,
however, girls reported higher writing self-efficacy, found writing more useful, and had lower apprehension.
The Present Study :

The review of related studies on self perceptions of writing contains a number of studies that examine the
perceptions, views and attitudes of children, and how these may change over time and between genders. However,
no study has yet been conducted on the self-perceptions of trainee  teachers about their own writing whether in first
or foreign language. Furthermore, it seems that there is a relative lack of studies (that the researcher knew of, at
least) that involve Arab EFL students' views, attitudes and self perceptions of their own writing. Therefore, the
present study will hopefully contribute to a better understanding of these perceptions and attitudes.
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This study is an attempt to extend this type of research in students' self perceptions of their own writing into
the college level. Therefore, it attempts to answer the following questions:
1. What are the Yemeni trainee-teachers' views and perceptions about themselves as writers?
2. How do the views and perceptions of the students of Sana'a University compare with Al-Yemenia

University students' views and perceptions?
3. What differences exist in the students' self perceptions of their own writing across levels, i.e., levels 3 and 4?
4. What differences exist in the male and female students' self perceptions of their own writing?
Methods and Procedures:
Subjects:

A total of 208 male and female subjects, who were full-time undergraduates in the EFL Teacher Training
Programs at  Sana'a University (N= 157) and at Al-Yemenia University (N = 51 )in the academic year 2006-2007,
participated in the study. All the subjects had studied English for six years in preparatory and secondary schools.
The subjects age ran from 20 to 26. All of them spoke Arabic as their first language.
Table (1) Number of Subjects according to School, Gender and Level

Level 3 Level 4 Total
School M F M F M F
Sana'a University 17 67 26 47 43 114
Al-Yemenia University 8 11 12 20 20 31
Total 25 78 38 67 63 145
The subjects were asked to complete the questionnaires and were reassured that their responses would be used

only for research purposes. All questionnaires were completed in class under the supervision of the researcher who
guided the subjects through each statement and provided clarification when necessary. No significant problems on
the part of the subjects were noted during the administration of the questionnaires.
Instrument of the Study :

The Writer Self-Perception Scale (WSPS) developed by Bottomley et al (1997/1998) was used to collect data
on how Yemeni EFL Trainee-teachers feel about themselves as writers. This instrument was mainly designed to
assess the perception of elementary school students about themselves as writers of English (native context). How-
ever, it was used in this study to assess Yemeni trainee-teacher's perceptions of themselves as writers of English as
a foreign language (EFL).

According to Bottomley et al (1997/1998), the WSPS offers a wide range of research and instructional assess-
ments. It also accounts for concerns related to validity, reliability, theoretical grounding, focus, and practicality. It
consists of thirty-eight statements that are organized into five dimensions of writer self-perception. One item (Item
15) was not included since it is a general one (i.e., "I think I am a good writer"). A five point Likert scale (Strongly
Agree, Agree, Undecided, Disagree, Strongly Disagree) was used and the subjects were instructed to tick the
column that best expresses their feelings about the statement. The numbers of items representing each dimension
as well as the total number of items for each dimension are given in Table (2) below.

Table 2: The five Dimensions of WSPS, their Total Number and Sample Items
Dimensions Items Total number Sample Item

of items
General Progress (GPR)3,6,12,14,17,18,19,20 8 Writing is easier for me than it used to be.
Specific Progress (SPR) 22,25,29,31,34,36,38 7 The words I use in my writing are better

than the ones I used before.
Observational Comparison1,4,8,11,16,21,23,26,30 9 I write better than other students

(OC) in my class.
Social Feedback (SF) 5,9,10,13,28,33,37 7 People in my family think I am a good writer.

Physiological States (PS) 2,7,24,27,32,35 6 I like how writing makes me feel inside.
Bottomley et al. (1997/1998) describe and characterize the five dimensions as follows:

1. General Progress. How one's perceptions of present writing performance compare with past achievement
(i.e., "I am getting better at writing.").
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2. Specific Progress. Items dealing with more explicit dimensions of writing such as focus, clarity, organization,
style, and coherence (i.e., "My descriptions are more interesting than before.").

3. Observational Comparison. How a learner perceives his/her writing performance in relation to his/her peers
(i.e., "When I write, my organization is better than the other students in my class.").

4. Social Feedback. Direct and indirect input about the student's writing derived from teachers, classmates, and
family members (i.e., "My teacher thinks my writing is fine.").

5. Physiological States. Internal feelings that the student experiences during writing (i.e., "When I write, I feel
calm.")
For scoring purposes, the values 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 were assigned to strongly agree, agree, undecided, disagree,
and strongly disagree, respectively.

Reliability of the Instrument:
Table (3) below presents the correlations among the five subscales of the instrument.
Table (3) Correlations

Dimension GPR SPR OC SF PS Overall
GPR 1 .720 .450 0.60 .360 .790
SPR .720 1 0.50 0.58 0.32 0.78
OC 0.45 .500 1 0.65 0.44 0.77
SF 0.60 0.58 0.65 1 0.35 0.80
PS 0.36 0.32 0.44 0.35 1 0.71

Overall 0.79 0.78 0.77 0.80 0.71 1
                         **  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Cronbach's alpha was used to measure the internal consistency of the subscales with coefficients ranging
between 0.79 and 0.89. This was in line with existing evidence regarding the validity and reliability of the subscales
(see Bottomley et al (1997/1998).
Data analysis

The data collected were computer-coded  using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) Program.
Then, basic descriptive statistics (means, standard deviations and t-tests) were computed. Level and gender differ-
ences in the perceptions of the subjects were analyzed using One-way ANOVA. The significance level in this study
was set at P< 0.05.
Results and Discussion:

The present study investigated the Yemeni trainee teachers' perceptions of themselves as writers. Four re-
search questions were raised for examination at the beginning of this study. Therefore, the results of the analysis of
the items of the WSPS were used to answer the research questions of this study as outlined below.
Question # 1 : What are the Yemeni trainee-teachers' views and perceptions about themselves as writers? To
answer this question the scores assigned by the subjects about their perceptions of themselves as writers through
the 37 items of WSPS were computed and classified into five dimensions of self-perception. The analysis of data
permitted a description of Yemeni trainee- teachers' perceptions of themselves as writers. Furthermore, the data
gave information about which dimensions of self-perception the subjects endorse most and least. The means and
standard deviations for the five  dimensions of Yemeni trainee- teachers' self-perceptions as writers are provided in
Table 4 below.
Table 4 : Means, Standard Deviation and Percentage Results of Students' Self-perception of themselves as Writers

Subscales     N Mean Std. Deviation % Capability
General Progress (GPR) 208 4.23137 0.481887 84.6 % Average
Special Progress (SPR) 208 4.085852 0.503941 81.7% Average
Observational Comparison(OC) 208 3.378739 0.508429 67.6 % Average
Social Feedback (SF) 208 3.666896 0.525042 73.3 % Average
Physiological States (PS) 208 3.814103 0.607613 76.3 % Average
Total Average    208 3.8219854 0.373244 76.4 % Average
A quick look at the mean ratings of the respondents for the five subscales of the instrument (Table 4 above)

provides us with a general picture of Yemeni trainee-teachers' perceptions of themselves as writers. The total
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average of the means for the whole instrument was (3.8) out of  the five- point scale with (76.4%). This implies that
Yemeni trainee-teachers  perceive themselves with an average capability to write effectively.

As for the five subscales of the instrument, the highest rating was given to General Progress such as " I write
better now than I could before." with a mean of (4.2) and (84.6%), followed by Special Progress such as " My
sentences stick to the topic better now." with a mean of (4.08) and (81.7%). Then came subscale of Physiological
States such as " I am relaxed when I write." with a mean of (3.8) and (76.3%), followed by Social Feedback such
as " Other students think I am a good writer." with a mean of (3.6) and (73.3%). Finally came Observational
Comparison such as " I put my sentences in a better order than the other students." with a mean of (3.37) and
(67.6%). These results show that the three intrinsic dimensions (General Progress, Special Progress and Physi-
ological States) have the highest means, whereas the extrinsic dimensions (Social Feedback and Observational
Comparison) have the lowest means. This implies that Yemeni trainee-teachers seem to view themselves as aver-
age writers with significant improvements in their writing skills, and being motivated to be engaged in writing
activities. On the other hand, they seem to find it difficult to compare their own writing performance in relation to
their peers or to assess the direct and indirect input about their  writing derived from their teachers, classmates and
family members.

As was indicated earlier, the main aim of the present study was to survey the  perceptions and views of the
Yemeni student-teachers about themselves as writers. This was achieved through answering the first question of
the study based on the analysis of their responses to the questionnaire.
Question # 2 : How do the views and perceptions of the students of Sana'a University compare with Al-Yemenia
University students' views and perceptions?In order to determine if there are statistically significant differences
among the students of Sana' a University and their counterparts at Al-Yemenia University regarding their percep-
tions of themselves as writers,a t- Test was run. The results are shown in Table (5) below.
Table (5) Mean, Standard deviations and  t -Test for Trainee-teachers' Perception at Sana'a University and Al-
Yemenia University

SCHOOL Dimension N Mean Std Division t Sig.
Sana'a University GPR 157 4.25 0.4632 1.081 .284
Al-Yemenia University 51 4.16 0.5520
Sana'a University SPR 157 4.13 0.4890 2.846 .942
Al-Yemenia University 51 3.88 0.2739
Sana'a University OC 157 3.36 0.5055 -1.000 .545
Al-Yemenia University 51 3.45 0.5205
Sana'a University SF 157 3.65 0.5133 -.739 .489
Al-Yemenia University 51 3.72 0.5741
Sana'a University PS 157 3.77 0.6033 -2.059 .764
Al-Yemenia University 51 2.99 0.6014
Sana'a University OVERALL 157 3.82 0.3572 -.051 .448
Al-Yemenia University 51 3.82 0.4376
The results displayed in Table (5) above indicate that there is no statistically significant difference among the

perceptions of Sana'a University trainee-teachers and their counterparts at Al-Yemenia University on the five
subscales and on the total average as well.
Question # 3 : What differences exist in the students' self perceptions of their own writing across levels, i.e., levels
3 and 4?
Table ( 6 ) Mean, Standard deviations and  t -Test for Trainee-teachers' Perception across Levels, i.e., Levels 3 and
4

Level Domain N Mean St. Deviation t Sig. (2-tailed)
3 GPR 103 4.19 0.51518 -1.191 .235
4 105 4.27 0.44279
3 SPR 103 4.03 0.50118 -1.591 .113
4 105 4.14 0.50305
3 OC 103 3.30 0.5319 -2.257 .025
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4 105 3.46 0.47141
3 SF 103 3.60 0.55927 -1.803 .073
4 105 3.73 0.47981
3 PS 103 3.68 0.63785 -3.421 .001
4 105 2.33 0.5403
3 Total Average 103 3.75 0.39670 -2.885 .004
4 105 3.90 0.33221
The aim of the third question of the present study is to determine whether there is a statistically significant

difference between the trainee teachers of level 3 and the trainee teachers of level 4 in their perceptions and views
of their own writing. In order to answer this question, the t test was calculated as shown in Table (6) above.

The results displayed in Table (6) above indicate that there is no statistically significant difference between
the students of levels 3 and 4 in their perceptions of themselves as writers in regard to three domains out of five,
namely: General progress (GPR), Specific progress (SPR) and Social Feedback (SF). On the other hand, Observa-
tional comparison(OC), Physiological states (PS) and the Total average are statistically significant(at P > 0. 05)  in
favor of the subjects of level 4. This means that our subjects' perceptions and views about themselves as writers are
largely affected by their level of study.
Question # 4 : What differences exist in the male and female students' self perceptions of their own writing?

In order to determine if there are gender differences in student- teachers self-perceptions as writers, a t -Test
was run and the results are displayed in Table (7) below.
Table (7) Mean, Standard deviations and  t -Test for Trainee-teachers' Perception according to Gender

Gender N Mean Std. Deviation t Sig.
GPR 1 63 4.37 0.412061 2.718 .071

2 145 4.17 0.499146
SPR 1 63 4.25 0.441589 3.106 .342

2 145 4.02 0.51456
OC 1 63 3.61 0.503601 4.452 .495

2 145 3.28 0.479359
SF 1 63 3.82 0.514571 2.791 .877

2 145 3.60 0.517521
PS 1 63 4.11 0.450168 4.850 .001

2 145 3.69 0.623765
Total average 1 63 4.01 0.337388 5.179 .592

2 145 3.74 0.358017
The results shown in Table (7) above, indicate that there is no statistically significant difference in the percep-

tions and views held by the female and male subjects regarding their writing. All the male and female subjects
form a single population in their perceptions in regard to the first four subscales of the instrument, namely: GPR,
SPR, OC and SF, as well as in the Total average of the instrument. The p values are 0.071, 0.342, 0.495, 0.877 and
0.592 respectively. The only exception came under the category of PS in which the difference is statistically
significant at( P = < 0.05) in favour of male subjects. This means that our subjects' views and perceptions of
themselves as writers are largely not affected by their gender. These results show that the subjects whether male or
female are exposed to more or less the same experiences, information and knowledge during their preparation
programs. Thus, their perceptions about themselves as writers are very similar and there are no significant differ-
ences between the female and male student subjects.
Findings and Conclusions:

Through the analysis of the subjects' responses to the statements of the instrument and based on the answers
to the research questions of the present study, the findings can be summed up as follows:
1. The total average of the means for the whole instrument is (3.8) out of the five- point scale.
2. Yemeni trainee-teachers perceive themselves with an average capability (76.4%) to write effectively.
3. There is no statistically significant difference among the perceptions of Sana'a University trainee teachers and

their counterparts at Al-Yemenia University on the five subscales and on the total average as well.
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4. The subjects' perceptions and views about themselves as writers are largely affected by their level of study.
5. There is no statistically significant difference in the perceptions and views held by the female and male

subjects regarding their perceptions about themselves as writers.
The present study is limited to two Yemeni trainee-teacher programs at Sana'a University and at Al-Yemenia

University which are preparing future EFL teachers for preparatory and secondary schools. The trainee-teachers
are not chosen randomly, and therefore, caution should be taken in making generalizations from the results to other
contexts.
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English is the ‘LINGUA FRANCA’ of the world. The world has become a global village and English enjoys
the status of global language. It has become mandatory for everyone to speak and understand English to enjoy the
fruits of globalization, to avail the benefits of World Wide Web and for interaction with people of other nations in
the form of exchange of information, expression of ideas, thoughts and feelings. English has today emerged as the
most important language of Science and Technology, Art and Literature, Cultural Exchange and Communication,
Empowerment and Opportunities.

In India English is the language of administration, law and medium of technical education. It also enjoys the
status of second language and most of the school and colleges in India have made it a compulsory language. Yet
our bitter colonial past has alienated us to English and there are some who still treat it as a foreign language which
reminds us of our days of slavery under British rule. More particularly the people in rural areas of the cow belt have
developed a sort of dislike for this language. But there has been a revolutionary change in the attitude of gen-next
and they have now realized that it is necessary to have the knowledge of English for mobility, economic progress
as well as personality development. Today competence in English has almost become synonyms with modernity
and progress, thus making English language teaching acquire new dimensions. Although English is easy to learn
compared to other foreign languages yet the Indians being non-native learners finds it difficult. Particularly the
students of rural areas panic while learning English. It has almost become a Herculean task for teachers to teach
English to the students of semi-urban and rural areas in Rajasthan.

There are a number of challenges faced by the students. Their medium of study is Hindi and English is their
second language. Learning second language not only requires skilled teachers but also great efforts on the part of
learners. The poor economic conditions of he students hinder the learning of English. The attendance of the
students falls drastically during monsoon season as most of them work with their parents in their fields. Through
out their student life they also actively contribute in their family profession. This is a sort of digression which
adversely affects their English language learning process. Their parents are either illiterate or less educated who
don’t actively encourage their children in learning process. A girl student seldom finds time at home to study.

The next major factor is lack of environment and exposure to learning of English. Neither at school-college
nor at home do they find favourable environment for practicing spoken part consequently they develop a sort of
phobia due to lack of self confidence.

Lack of infrastructure is a hindrance in the process of English language learning. Overcrowded classrooms
make it very difficult for teachers to concentrate on every student and for non-native learners individual attention
is must. Use of audio-visual aids facilitates the process of language learning but leave aside these some of the
teaching institutes lack basic infrastructure of building and black board. Moreover the libraries are not well equipped
with study material to develop reading habits in students. English newspapers and news channels are beyond the
reach of students. This retards the process of language learning.

Certain loopholes in education system are also responsible for developing a feeling of aversion for English
language in students. The dry and outdated syllabi fail to create interest in the students. The majority of students in
rural areas are enrolled with the government schools where English language teaching begins from class 1st and the
students are five plus when they enter such schools. It is too late to introduce a foreign language at this age because
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research proves that the best age to learn a language is between two to five years. Although the private schools
introduce English at nursery level but due to economic reasons people in the rural areas cannot afford to send their
children to such schools. Moreover the inadequate academic and professional qualification of the teacher’s and
excessive use of mother tongue in such schools fails to accelerate the process of English language learning. The
teachers usually practice grammar translation method. This not only reduces the opportunity of exposure to English
but also deprives children of the chance to communicate in English. Due to negligence of some teachers, the
students don’t develop a habit of writing. This retards the learning process. Teachers themselves being non-natives
are sometimes not skilled enough to teach a foreign language. They sometimes pronounce the word wrongly and
the student follows them.

There are certain shortcomings on the part of student which hinder the process of English language learning.
The students do not put in the sincere efforts and use cheap study materials available in the market which is not up
to the mark. Their sole aim is to pass the examination so their approach towards learning English is quite negative.
To speak a language it is very important to have knowledge of rules but the students are careless at it. They are poor
at sentence construction. While writing they not only use grammatically incorrect sentence but also commit spelling
errors. When it comes to speaking they can’t even utter a single sentence correctly leave aside fluently speaking.
They pay more attention towards theoretical part and completely neglect the spoken part. Their pronunciation is
faulty and they cram the sentences without knowing the meaning.

Although English teachers posted in rural areas have to face many problems but if they put in special efforts
they can easily achieve their specific aims. A little hard work accompanied with certain innovative techniques can
work wonders. They have to keep in mind the limitations of the students like their age, family background and
their mental level while teaching so that the student gets a learner friendly environment in the classroom. Motivation
to converse in English can yield fruitful results. The teacher must ensure that every student participates in the
classroom interaction and should lay more emphasis on pronunciation drills. They must also update themselves by
attending the training courses and refresher courses conducted by the government. Most of the schools in rural
areas are not equipped with audio-visual aids, moreover the frequent power cuts make it difficult to use if there are
any. Keeping in mind these limitations, the teacher should lay more emphasis in organizing group discussions,
class-room seminars, debates, extempore etc. They can also use fun games for making teaching process interesting.
Complicated audio-visual aids can be replaced by easily available mobile phones which can be used to teach
correct pronunciation with the help of multimedia dictionaries.

The government also has an important role to play to solve the problems faced by the teachers and the students
in the rural areas. It must be ensured that the schools and colleges have adequate funds to run language-labs, audio-
visual aids and have well furnished libraries. Training programmes and refresher courses must be conducted with
high seriousness to update the teachers. English should be made a compulsory subject at college level because
most of the students opt for Hindi provided they have a choice and thus try to escape from learning English. The
allurement of mid-day meals fails to attract the students regularly to schools. Certain concrete steps should be
taken to ensure above 75 percent attendance of students to the schools and colleges. Syllabi should be revised from
time to time to keep in touch with latest trends. The English teachers and students giving good result should be
rewarded.

The parents should also realize the responsibilities and should be vigilant enough to encourage their children
in learning a language which has now become the backbone of education system. It is high time now that the
students realize that the knowledge of English will broaden their horizon and will act as a ladder for them to reach
the zenith of success. They must put in extra efforts to learn English.

Most importantly the English language teachers and practitioners should device appropriate methods and
learning formulas to lessen the complexities of the language, complexity of pronunciation, structure, semantics,
lexis etc.
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